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THE COMRADE.

What, Is the Issue?
By H. L. Slobodin

HAT is the issue?
Is it the class struggle?
They are falling over one another in

professions of allegiance to the class strug
gle.
What is it?
Projected into a mental perspective, so

that only the holdest outlines of the contest
stand out, the issue between the revolutionary Socialist and
the revisionist appears to me to be this :
The revolutionary Socialist stands by the proposition that

the present capitalist state has reached its last stage of de
velopment; that it must collapse, or be overthrown, or be
submerged ,—collapse of the fatal contradiction inherent in its
industrial system ; be overthrown by the revolutionary forces
of its own creation; be submerged by the rising forms of the
new collectivist society. The realization of this event
is the ultimate and main object of the revolutionary Socialist.
The whole activity of the revolutionary Socialist converges
to this object and everything else he subordinates to this ob
ject. This event—the overthrow of capitalism, must happen
not at some vague and very remote future. It may happen
to-morrow, or a quarter of a century from now, or half a
century hence. One hundred years? Well; it may be ad
mitted within the range of possibility. To be more accurate,
the position of the revolutionary Socialist is that the event
must happen within our own historical epoch. The event
may be so remote that none of us may live to witness it;
but it must be so proximate that it can reasonably be included

into the political program of the present generation and made

one of its main issues. For it would be folly verging on in
sanity to organize political parties and make an issue of an

object to be achieved, say, five hundred years from now.
The revisionist, so ill-named, contends that the capi

talist state is not in its last stage of development, but is ca

pable of many more metamorphoses; that it
,

by far, has not

exhausted its vitality, but is capable of further growth and

development; that this vitality will overcome and eliminate
the contradictions in its industrial system ; that it will recon
cile and get under control the revolutionary forces now con

tending against it ; that it will adapt itself to, and thrive along
side, the new collectivist forms, which, instead of submerging,
will float the present state over the sandbars of industrial
stagnation and the reefs of social discontent. The revision
ists ignore the ultimate object— the overthrow of capitalism

—as too vague, remote and problematic. Capitalism is her?
to stay for all practical purposes and Socialism must adapt
itself to the inevitable. The discussion of the overthrow of cap
italism the revisionist scouts as vain and idle. Instead he in

vites a discussion of the reformatory mission of the Socialis'
movement within the capitalist state. The revisionist urge-
the Socialist movement to abandon its hostile, negative atti
tude toward the capitalist state, which, he hopes, in its tun;
can be induced to offer a favorable sphere wherein the re
visionist may fulfill his mission. The course of the revolu
tionary Socialist is that of the immortal Ten Thousand march
ing to the sea. While the revisionists make terms with tin
barbarians and marry their women.
The German Socialist Congress has not settled the issue

It has, however, done some good. It has relieved the tension
among the German Socialists. The revisionists were alway
successful in raising a clamor altogether out of proportion
to their numbers. The revolutionists began to feel somewhat
panicky. Comrades eyed one another, suspecting in each
phrase the taint of revisionism. The Congress lined up the
two sides and it was revealed how utterly insignificant in

numbers revisionism was.
On the other hand, neither the volcanic eloquence of Bebe!

nor the cool disquisition of Vollmar have contributed toward
settling the issue. Bebel thundered. Revisionists scampered
to cover, even the dignified Vollmar protesting "It is not me "

The Congress, adjourned, but each side left the hall deter
mined to fight.This is as it should be. The issue must be

fought out in actual every day life— in every shop, in even
house.

+
•

* *

What is the psychological atmosphere of the Socialise
movement? The answer is— boundless optimism. When we
enter thoroughly into the intensely animated, vibrant life o

f

the Socialist movement, we feel that composite exhiliration
which Fourier intended to become the motive passion of his
Utopia. The burning conviction that the world, the universe,

known or unknown, cannot contain a cause more rational
and just that ours is ; the consciousness of fellowship with
men whose thoughts pulsate in rhythm with your thoughts:
the exhilaration of a struggle with an enemy, strong, des
perate and tenacious, with the odds, however, not all against
you,—all this creates an atmosphere of hopefulness. And we
enter joyfully into the struggle ; and we fight battles which
the Homeric gods and heroes might have envied.
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THE COMRADE.

However we have our moments of gray and blue.
In the seclusion of our studies, as we turn the pages of

history wherein stand recorded the noble aspirations of past
generations: the ideals they have cherished and fought for;
there, outside of the din and clamor of the world-arena,
ghostly legions of the events of the past come trooping past
our mental vision. Then our fires are quenched ; our Utopias
lie in the dust.

Then it appears to us that no great, liberating movement—
that ever heralded a grander future—deeds of lasting benefit
to mankind, has ever achieved what it had set out to achieve.
New ideals were pursued and fought for; sacrifices were
brought; victories were gained and new worlds proclaimed.
But after the triumphs were celebrated, the victors were
crowned and the people returned to their daily tasks to enjoy
peacefully the fruits of their victory, what have they found
then? They found that the new world was like the old world
in many things, and it was always like the old world in every
thing for the change, the abolition of which the new ideals
were cherished and fought for ; victories were gained and the
victors were crowned. Nay, not always like the old world.
In things for which the old world was damned and destroyed,
the new world was often worse, never better. How has this
come about? You may break your own head about it.
When you get tired, I advise you to disagree with me. This
will relieve you immediately.
I will, however, give instances familiar to all. Take the

trade union movement of England — the cradle and home of
all great movements. What boundless expectations have its
first exponents cherished of it. The humblest toiler was to
be secured a decent, manly life. It had its martyrs and its
prophets. The poverty of the poor, the wretchedness of the
wretched were brought forth to public view. And this pov
erty and wretchedness commanded the attention. There was
a great commotion started about it which continues till now.
The trade union movement of England reached and passed
its climax. It has worked lasting benefit to the organized
members of organized trades. But they are only the smaller
part of the working people. What about the other, the
greater part? Of them the prophecies of trade union pro
phets were not fulfilled. Still deeper, ever deeper, they sank.
The social state of these toilers is uncomparably worse than
it ever was before. Compare old England and England of
to-day. History has no record of human exis
tences so utterly wretched as the existences in

the part of London described by Jack London
as the City of Degradation.* These existences are not hu
man ; they are not brutish— lower, far lower than beastly. To
be born in a filthy, dark corner ; to crawl and wallow in filth ;
to grow under a murky sky and blighted sun,—why should
not the existence of the humblest insect of the field be pref
erable? Where misery and hunger—not brutish, fighting-
mad—but bloodless, nerveless, hopeless famine— stare every
one in the face—why should not the meanest brute be envied
by these men? Talk of progress made, of amelioration of the
condition of the toiler is damnable hypocrisy in the presence
of the City of Degradation. Were I an inhabitant of this
city, I would consider it a glorious death to die on the gal
lows for killing a capitalist? No, I would modestly
content myself with some "practical" whom I would have
found prating of "evolution" and "amelioration.
The "practical" forgets what Spencer insists upon that evo
lution does not always mean progress. The present economic-

conditions of the mass of English toilers are immeasurably
worse than they ever were.
Says the "Worker" of October 4, 1903 :

"The British government has appointed a commission to
inquire into the alleged physical deterioration of the "lower

*The Peopla of the Abyss, by Jack London: The Macmlllan Co., 1903

classes" in the United Kingdom. Almeric W. Fitzroy, clerk
of the Privy Council, is the chairman. He is assisted by the
former head of the army gymnastic school, the inspector of
reformatories, the

chief of the navy re
cruiting service, sta
tisticians and others.
"The appointment
of the commission
was the outcome of
a debate in the House
of Lords, July 16,
during which Lord
Meath and the Bish
op of Ripon drew at
tention to the terrible
conditions prevailing
among the poorer
classes. The Duke of
Devonshire, Lord
President of the
Council, then ad

mitted that Great
Britain's military and
industrial outlook
was seriously threat
ened and promised an
inquiry nto the mat
ter.
"The subject was al
so brought up in the AUGUST BEBEL
HoUSe Of Com- KLddtradatich(Berlin)
mons by Sir William R. Anson, parliamentary secretary to
the Board of Education, who declared 60,000 children now
attending London schools were physically unfit for instruc
tion.
The Director General of the Army Medical Service re

ports that one man in every three offered as recruits had to
be rejected. The appointment of the commission is hailed
with approval. The "Daily Chronicle" says :" 'If the people as a whole are deteriorating we must change
our ways or give up the national struggle as a mistake. The
creation and preservation of a fine stock of mankind is the
first, perhaps the only, reason for national existence, and if
the mass of the people are going downhill in physique we may
be quite sure it is going downhill in character and intellect
as well.'"
It is fashion now to revise Marx. Every unripe pumpkin

of a Socialist scribbler is ready to rough and tumble for points
with old Marx. We may yet learn that we were too hasty in
tampering with the famous passages in the Communist
Manifesto. We may yet learn to go slow in rejecting stones
laid by the great builder. The trade unions have done some
good to a section of the working class, but they have done
nothing to better the condition of the poor and very poor
toiler. The co-operative movement has done still less. The
very social force that aided one part of the working class to
rise higher, these very social forces held the mass of poor,
unorganized, unchampioned toilers down, down in the abyss.
What of this great toiling mass of wretchedly poor? Who
is to champion their cause? The trade union movement was
not for them. The co-operatives helped them not. Their
own strong men step over their shoulders to a higher plane of
labor. They are left voiceless. What of them? And what
of the Socialist movement? Will its light penetrate into the
abyss? Will it finally redeem the City of Degradation?
This is the issue.
Shall relentless war against the capitalist state be waged

with the inspired ferocity of the Norse heroes warring against
the monsters of the frozen North? Shall revolutionary Social
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THE COMRADE.

ism strike, strike at the foundations of capitalism; strike,
not with the sweetened phrase of common brotherhood and
fatherhood, but strike with the heaven born hatred of this
vast ocean of human misery and degradation ; strike until, if
necessary, the abyss is buried under its own ruins ; strike until,
if necessary, streams of blood wash out the last vestige of
degradation ; strike not with absolute certainty, but for a
chance of redeeming the abyss?
Or shall we skillfully steer the Socialist movement past all

danger of rocks, true ; past all danger of foundering, true ;
but also past all chance of fulfilling the greatest hope that
visited the breast of man—redeeming the toiler of the abyss.
This is the issue.
Is Socialism the avenging and redeeming spirit of all

times and generations, who is to hold final, merciless judg
ment over all wrongdoing? Or is it a petulant maid, angry
with the bad man—capitalism, but whom to coax capitalism
need not even devise new ways?
Is Socialism destined, after uttering many fiery words,

after writing many solemn pages, to reach its climax and pass

away, leaving behind the dark, voiceless abyss, unlighted, un
redeemed?

This is the issue.
The revisionists want us to confine our activity to tinker

ing with the evils of capitalism. Tinkering will not improve
the lot of the toiler, but make it worse. Only by facing cap
italism with a grim determination to shatter it at the first
chance, only by being firmly minded to create this chance for
ourselves, can we hope to accomplish this vast, world-wide
task.

Talk of accomplishing this task peaceably is self decep
tion, which may be fatal. To be sure, we would much like
to accomplish it peaceably. But we cannot do it. It de
pends not on us. Peace means complete surrender. If we
do not want to surrender, we must be ready to use force, vio
lence, whenever we have a chance of victory. There can be
only two attitudes— revolutionary Socialism or capitalism
Revisionism is a misnomer.
This is the issue.

The Kidnappers
By Caroline Pemberton

PART II.
did not need the combined feminine logic
of all the matrons and grandmothers and
maiden aunts of the "Model Tenement
Building" to induce Gabriel to "let the baby
stay." He had previously committed him
self forever to the threat that another baby
would be thrown out of the window if
"those people" dared bring it to his door.

Consequently he had to put up with a deal of superfluous
advice and coaxing, all directed at his supposedly hard heart.
He was told at least twice a day how important it was for
Myra to have a baby to love ; and every one who called
rubbed into him the fact of the baby's extraordinary resem
blance to himself. It was fast losing that wizened-up ap
pearance, and in a month's time was pronounced the handsom
est baby in the building.
By the end of the second month, Gabriel loved the little
Jacob exactly as he would have loved his own child. When
the little arms were stretched out to him as he entered the
doorway, he felt the little fingers gripping has heart-strings.
When the baby smiled at him, Gabriel realized such a sense
of comradeship and sympathy, that the cold world for the
moment, lost its power to chill and benumb him. It was
indeed a most wonderfud smile that little Jacob gave him—
so knowing, so quaintly, comically wise, as if the little phil
osopher knew what a grand humbug the world was, and was

letting Gabriel into the secret.

"We, too, measure things by our own standard"; Utile

Jacob seemed to say
— "and we are amused by all this sham

and hollo wness —we two comrades—we are so amused !"
The agent called every now and then to inspect the found

ling and expressed entire satisfaction with its progress.
"I was afear'd she was goin' to take Jacob from us, that

last time she called," said Myra, "but she didn't say a word

about it."

"Just let her try! You give her to understand that this
baby belongs to us, next time she comes round. Say we

want to keep it as our own— she don't need to go no further
with it—and fare worse !"
Myra timidly made the request. They would like to keep

the baby as their own, she told the agent, and they would do

for it just as thev would for their own, "just the same ex

actly."
The agent looked around the bare, poverty-stricken

room.

"We don't give the babies to people who live in this part
of the city," she observed calmly. "It's against the rule. I
shall have to take Jacob to a farmer's family that I know
of before the hot weather begins,—but you can keep him a
couple of weeks longer."
My husband would like to adopt him,—and I too—I can';

part with him! Why do you want to take him from us?"
"The committee wishes to get Jacob off the boarding list

—they've been paying for liim so long because he's been
such a sickly little fellow."
"We will keep him for nothing —we do not want the

money," said Myra proudly.
What did her husband make a week? Myra explained

eagerly. Just now. he was making only six dollars, but when
his eyes got better he would go back to his trade and then
he could make seven and eight dollars a week often, when
the work was good and plentiful. But just now, it was a
dull season.
"I'll send you word what the committee says about it."

replied the agent. "I'll bring it up at the next meeting."
A week later they heard from her. The committee had

decided against them. The baby must go to the country for
the summer and a childless farmer's family would probably
adopt it. She would call in a few days for Jacob, "and please
to have all his clothes ready."
Myra sat pale and tearless. Gabriel took the child from

her and held it in his lap. He caressed the little brown curb
head with his fingers and the little fellow laid his cheek on
Gabriel's breast. "Pa-pa!" he gurgled, and smiled his odd
worldly-wise little smile.
The tears slowly welled into Gabriel's eyes, and one

<-olled down his nose on to the baby's head.
"We are too poor, they think, Myra. We're too poor to

bring up this little baby! What would they do if he was
really our own,—would they give us a fortune, so we could
bring him up right? Or do they send the police to take poor
folks' children from them?"
Myra shook her head.
"Why can't we keep him just as if he was our own'

Haven't we done everything right by him so far? What hold
have those rich ladies got on him anyway? None of them
brought him into this world. I guess ! They ain't mothered
him and nursed him day an' night, Myra. It was you an' me
done that. We've been father an' mother to him in real
earnest, an' if anybody's got a hold an' a claim on him, we
have I"
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"We've been takin' their money for him,— he's just been
a-boardin' with us," murmured the wife in a choked voice.
"Ill pay it back, week by week! I wish I'd never seen

a cent of that dollar an' a half a week! If it hadn't a-been
for my eyes bein' so bad just now, I could easy pay it back
in no time !"
"Oh, Gabriel! Would that make any difference?"
"I know a man that knows a judge, Myra— he does odd

jobs for him now and then. I'll get him' to ask the judge if
our boy can be took from us this way, just because o' that
dollar and a half a week !"
Myra's face brightened. "You go ask him right off, Ga

briel! Ask if we can't pay the money back little by little.
Oh, I wish we'd never seen the color o' their money! This
is what we get for takin' pay for bein' good to a poor little
orphan baby I"
"It wasn't much we took, Myra. It didn't half pay for

what we spent on him."
"You tell the man to tell the judge that !" cried Myra,

eagerly.
"I ll go hunt him up now an' see what he can do," shouted

Gabriel, rising and handing the baby to his wife. "We
might as well know the worst at once."
The advice of the Judge was that Gabriel and his wife

should offer to pay back all they had received from the so
ciety. Furthe: than this, he refused to commit himself.
They made the offer in writing, and received a reply that
it could not be considered. The agent would call the next
day for the baby.
"Let her call," said Gabriel, savagely. "She can come

and— look for us."
"What are you going to do?" asked the wife trembling.
"We'll move to-night. Get your things ready, Myra.
I'm going out to look for a room—and a wagon to move
our things. I'll let those people know who owns this baby—
an' a Jew baby, too ! They want hiin brought up a Christian,
I guess! Well, he can be Christian or Jew, as he pleases,
when he gets old enough to think, but if he takes after me,

he'll let priests an' rabbis alone. Make haste, Myra—get
some of the neighbors in to help, but don't you tell 'em

where we're goin'."
"How can I tell them when we don't know ourselves?
Oh, Gabriel — it's awful to move in the night like this!"
"You say the word an' we wont'—go an' give up our baby

to-morrow !" Gabriel stood grim and stern in the doorway,
his arms folded. He was a little round-shouldered, sallow-
faced, black-haired man, but he looked just now to Myra
like a fierce war-god- -an avenging fate.
"We'll go—we'll go! Hurry an' find the room!"

screamed the wife. She hugged the baby tp her breast and

kissed it passionately. Gabriel stepped forward and kissed

the sleeping infant on its forehead.
"He's our own now— for better, for worse," he muttered,

and slunk out of the room on tip-toe.

III.
A year and three months passed by. In a wretched, ill-

ventilated room in a cheap, dirty lodging house, sat Myra
Goldstein by the side of a narrow cot, watching an emaciated

child panting for breath between violent paroxysms of

whooping cough. Gabriel and his little family had con

cealed themselves without difficulty in the depths of the

city's slum-life. Their months of terror lest they would be
discovered had been a needless agony. Such obscure, hum

ble- folk are easily lost from the pursuit of their superiors,

and the Foundling Society had not pursued them with any
vigor. The police could have found them had they been

criminals, but the honest, suffering poor are not on the records

of police courts.
Life had now evolved for this sad-eyed, weary couple—

whose hearts were so much too big for their pockets—a new
agony. Month by month, they saw their precious charge
weakening. It was the baby's second summer in the slums,
and early in the spring he had caught whooping cough from
a neighbor's child in the same dwelling. There were ailing
and ill children all around them. Many infants in that nar
row street had died lately, and others were slowly wasting
away. Little Jacob was one of the wasting kind. His face
was drawn and pinched, and his wonderful little smile came
very seldom, and was so pitiful when it did come, that Myra
said she would rather see him cry than try to smile at his
father. The couple had almost forgotten that he was not
their own child. They had forgotten to worry about the
Foundling Society —they had so many other worries, and
such a terrible, stabbing pain in their hearts when they looked
at the child they had chosen to bring up as "their own."
To make matters worse, Gabriel had been on a strike with

his fellows for eight weeks, and the small pittance he drew
from the union barely sufficed to keep body and soul together.
They were back in their rent; they owed money in all di
rections : they could no longer pay a doctor to attend the
child, and were forced to apply to the City Dispensary and
to submit to being cataloged, ticketed and visited as pau

pers. Many times had Myra carried the child to the Dis
pensary office, and spent weary hours waiting her turn on a

crowded bench with other unfortunates.
It was Monday morning, and she had just sent Gabriel

to the Dispensary to have a medicine bottle refilled, and to

appeal again to the doctor to "do something" for the suf

fering child. She thought him too ill to be carried so far and
hoped the doctor would come to see him.

The door opened softly as Myra waved her hand slowly

over the child's face to keep the flies away.

She turned her head and held out her hand for the medi

cine, motioning to Gabriel to keep quiet as the little fellow

seemed to be sleeping. Gabriel drew her away to the other

side of the room—and whispered to her hoarsely :—

"He says it ain't worth while for him to call. There's
nothing he can do. except give this medicine. He says the
child wants fresh air. He says he'd get well in the country

quick enough. He says that's where we ought to take him
— right away ! The country or the seashore—but the coun
try's best."
They looked with strained eyes at each other.

"Where— where is the country?" asked Myra faintly. Ga
briel waved his hand.

"Outside the city—away off— in the steam cars. He says
we might try taking him in a trolley car as far as it goes."

"Ain't we done that lots o' times? It's done no good.
All them doctors say the same thing—always the country,
or the seashore !"
"They know, Myra. It's where the rich folks takes their

young ones, and I guess they come home as fat as pigs—
ain't you seen them often enough on the fine streets up

town?" Myra nodded dejectedly. The sick child stirred and

coughed. He coughed again and again more violently.

Myra flew to his side and raised his head. Gabriel poured

out the medicine and put it to his lips, but the poor little

fellow could not swallow until the paroxysm was over. Fi
nally he sank back with a moan and lay still with his eyes

half closed— a deathly pallor on his face.
"I can't stand by and see him suffer like this— I can't

stand it
, I say!" Gabriel clutched his hair, and sat down on

the bed with a heavy groan. "We must do something
—get

him to the countrv, somehow !
"

"Oh, Gabriel!"
"What about that there 'Country Week'?"
"They won't take a child with whooping cough

— I told
you that— I've been there."
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"If we. hadn't a stole him from that society that brought
him to us, he'd a-been in the country all along and never got
w hooping cough or nothin'."
"There ain't no use thinkin' o' that," said Myra dreamily.
"I thought" —Gabriel gulped down a dry sob— "I thought
I could a-raised him as well as anybody, Myra."
"That's what we thought — like he was our own child !

That's how we done for him like he was our own child ! We
couldn't a-done no better !" She put her apron to her mouth
and bit into it to keep back the tears.
"We couldn't, a-done no worse!" cried Gabriel fiercely.
"Like he was our own child ! We'd no right to have children !
We poor people have no right to bring children into this cruel
world, Myra ! Look how they sicken and die all around us!"
"It's the hot summer," murmured Myra, listlessly. She

threw down her apron.
' It ain't hot at the seashore or on them mountain tops, or
in the country! It's only where we live that the young ones
die, like flies, Myra— they dies like flies, all the summer long!"
"We can't help it, Gabriel —we that was born poor has to

stay poor."
"I won't be the curse o' this child any longer, Myra. Let's

give him back to that there society— an' give him a chance
for his life ! They can't do nothin' worse to us than send us to
prison ! What do you say, Myra?"
His wife began to cry piteously. Little Jacob began to

cough again, but they managed to get down a dose of the
medicine before the paroxysm reached its worst stage.
Gabriel bent over the cot and gently lifted the frail little

form—all wet with perspiration and trembling from weak
ness, in his arms. "Get his cloak," he whispered— "an' come-
along."
Myra reached for her hat and the two set out in the blind

ing sunshine, through the ill-smelling streets and still fouler
alleys, on toward the more respectable part of the town.
Myra walked along like a dazed creature. When the child
coughed Gabriel sat down hastily on a doorstep and admin
istered the medicine. It was past twelve o'clock when they
reached the cool, handsome business-like rooms of the
Foundling Society—and its "Committee for Placing Mother
less Infants in Families."

It just happened that a small remnant of the "Committee"
was in session. The agent whom they knew .failed to rec
ognize them at first, and then treated them with icy severity.
In her eyes, they were evidently base culprits —criminals.
She asked Gabriel if he knew what punishment the law pro
vided for kidnappers? Myra trembled, but Gabriel answered
doggedly, "It ain't nothin' worse than what we've been
through, I guess."
They had a long wait before the "Committee" was readv

to see them. .The ladies had ordered a light lunch to be
served at the rooms so that they could finish up all the busi
ness of the month in one day, and as the matter of Gabriel
Goldstein and the unfortunate little Jacob could only come
up as "new business," it was after four in the afternoon be
fore the unhappy couple and their suffering charge were ad
mitted into the august presence of the "Committee."

It required only fifteen minutes to dispose of the case of
little Jacob, and ten minutes of that time was spent in listen
ing to the agent's recital of the facts and in getting those
facts into the nebulous minds of the various members of the
"Committee."
After she had repeatedly corrected their misapprehen

sions concerning the "case," they at last grasped the facts —

and then were furiously angry. First, at the agent, for
bringing the "case" before them, and secondly, at the "kid
nappers," whom they now accused of wanting to "shirk their
parental responsibilities." The child, they told Gabriel, was
now "his own" ; it was no part of the society's duty to relieve

parents of their responsibilities." They declined to listen to

his plea for the child's health, and scornfully waved the for
lorn foster parents from the room.
The agent followed and handed Gabriel the written ad

dress of the "Hebrew Charities" office. She passed a small
silver coin into Myra's hand, her heart evidently touched by
the misery of the unhappy couple.
On they went wearily to the office of the "Hebrew Char

ities," and reached it just as the Secretary was about to leave
the building. On learning the facts of the "case," he shook
his head. "No hospitals or institutions will receive a child
with whooping cough, except the almshouse—or the small
pox hospital." Gabriel and Myra shrank away in horror.
They turned homeward, sick at heart.
Myra bought a little milk with the money the agent had

given her, and they sat down on the dusty steps of a hand
some brownstone residence, ft was closed and deserted for
the summer, and so were all the houses on both sides of the
street. Gabriel glanced up wistfully at the house on whose
steps they were trespassing. A cool air seemed to come
from its walls.
"The folks who live here is away off enjoyin' theirselves,
Myra! Just look at all these big houses shut up for the
summer—an' nobody in 'em ! I bet it's cooler inside this
house than it is on the street, Myra ! We could creep in here
easy an' live in one of these big fine rooms, an' nobody'd ever
know it ! Say, wouldn't you like to live here if you hadn't no
other place to go?" He gave his wife a side-long, shame
faced glance ; then he hung his head and laughed hoarsely.
"We ain't house breakers an' thieves yet," said Myra,

wearily leaning her head against the balustrade.
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"We don't need to touch their things—just sleep on thefloor, like we was campin' out like gypsies—an' me go in an'
out to me work —when I git a job."
"Don't talk foolishness! We got a home of our own—

such as it is."
"That's what we ain't ! Look here, Myra— I ain't showed

you this yet." Gabriel heaved a heavy sigh and handed his
wife a piece of folded paper. It was a "notice to quit" from
their landlord. They must vacate at once. Myra gave a
cry and clasped the sick child to her breast. She began to
rock herself to and fro.
"What's to become of us ! We've no home for the child

any more ! We'd better die—all of us !"
That's what I'm thinkin';" said Gabriel, grimly.
"1*11 jump in the river—me an' me boy!" she cried wildly.
We'd better leave .him on these steps an' go hang our

selves—or get drowned — then the charity folks will pick him
up an' do for him, maybe !" He gave another harsh, sneering
laugh.
His wife looked at him. She thought his eyes looked

strangely.
"Take a drink o' milk, Gabriel," she urged. "There's

more than enough here for Jacob." They both drank some
milk from the jar, and gave the child what little he would
take.
Soon afterward, overcome with heat and exhaustion, they

fell into a heavy sleep, leaning against each other.
They were awakened by a policeman shaking them vio

lently.
Get up! You can't sleep here all night! Hain't you got

no home?"
"Yes, O. yes—we have a home ! We're just tired a-walk-

in " The passionate, proud secretiveness of the "indus
trious poor" (at once their empty "glory" and their constant
undoing) rushed over Myra as she scrambled to her feet in
shamed confusion.
It was quite dark. They stumbled forward, Gabriel car

rying the child as before. They remarked to each othet that
the little boy had not coughed as much since he had been out
in the air.
"We ain't got no home that belongs to us," said Gabriel,

so we might as well keep on walkin' 'round." The air was
scorching hot ; the hot pavements burned their aching feet.
"Let's go near the river where it's cool, sighed the ex

hausted wife.
"All right! Let's go to the river—where it's cool! Tt's

cooler still at the bottom!" cried Gabriel, laughing wildly.
"It's good to look at the water," sighed the wife again.
"I want to look at the water— just to look at it."'
"Let's look at the water— the water!"
They hurried on block after block. The child coughed
terribly once or twice. They had left the medicine some
where on their travels, and could not relieve his spasms.
"He won't need any more soon," muttered Gabriel.
They reached the pier and stood on the wharf looking

down into the black water. Myra drew back. "I'm not
afraid," she whispered, "but you shan't drown him, Gabriel —
I'm goin' to lay him down on these boards— this way." She
laid the child down on the boards. Gabriel stood looking
moodily into the river.

The sound of footsteps made him turn his head. A
stranger was drawing near, having abruptly turned the cor
ner of a building on their right. He came forward quickly

—and stumbled over the form of the child. Myra screamed
and ran to pick up the little boy.
"My child—my little Jacob !" she cried, and began to weep
hysterically.
The stranger looked from one to the other.
"What does this mean? What are you doing here?" he

asked.
Gabriel answered, "We ain't doin' nothin' but tryin' to

dispose of ourselves an' our boy. We're poor folks an' we've
the misfortune to have one child too many!" He gave a sar
donic grin in the dim light.
"How many have you?" asked the stranger
"Just the one—that's too many for poor folks like us.

We ain't no good when we quit work for a couple o' weeks—
we can't do nothin' but starve ! The river's the best place for
the like of us!" Gabriel turned passionately away— and
walked to the edge of the pier. The stranger walked after
him. —
"You come along with me," he said, quietly. "I've got

some medicine that'll cure your ills— come with me, both of
you ! I'm going to make a speech two blocks up yonder, and
you two can help make up an audience. Come on—and tell
me what's the trouble."
They went along mechanically, and Myra related, some

what incoherently, the whole story of the kidnapped darling.
By the time she had finished, they had reached an open space
where several boxes were placed together and a few men
stood beside them. On one of these boxes Myra and Gabriel
were seated, while the stranger mounted another.
Somebody began to beat a drum and in a short time, a

small crowd surrounded the group.
The stranger began his speech. It was about Socialism —

a word of but vague meaning to Gabriel. But as he listened,
it seemed that he was being told facts he had always known
—always !
But these facts over which he had- so long pondered and

grieved were now illumined with a deep, new meaning. They
were so gloriously lighted up that the whole landscape of his
life stood revealed before him— the dark and mournful past,
the tragic present—and over yonder, behold ! a beautiful fu
ture—a good brotherhood and peace and plenty to be striven
for—all belonging to him and his fellows!
The tears sjarted to his eyes. To work for this was better

than drowning in the black river! Now he knew why he
should live—he knew what life meant—what the toil of the
wage-slave meant. He understood it all! It was exactly
what he had always believed in his heart— that the rich lived
off the workers —and robbed them of their product ! He
had always known it

, but never could he have put the idea
into words as did this stranger, nor could he have imagined
the vista it opened.
Xext. the stranger related the story of Gabriel and Myra,

and the child they loved so dearly. It pointed the moral of
his discourse and went to the hearts of the crowd.
"Bet us take up a collection!" some one cried. The hat

was passed round—Myra and Gabriel hanging their heads in
mingled shame and joy.
"To send the little one to the country !" said the stranger,

smiling, as he held out the hat to Gabriel. Myra started — she
had also been absorbed in listening. She laid her hand on
the child's head — it was damp and cold. She screamed and
fell back half-fainting. Her little Jacob was dead.

The End. ,
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How I Became a Socialist*
By Frank Sieverman

is a simple story of disappointed aspira
tion and shattered ideals, followed later by
revived hope and fixed confidence in the
ultimate triumph of Labor over Capital.
At the age of twelve I enlisted in the

army of wage workers by entering a shoe
factory of my native city, Cincinnati, Ohio.
At seventeen I entered the Knights of La

bor, and at twenty-one I took an active part in the councils
of the Local Assemblies of the Knights of Labor, which ex
ercized jurisdiction over shoemaker affairs. For a number
of years our organization grew apace and our efforts at in
creasing wages met with uniform success. In those days
not a man or woman was em
ployed at the shoe trade in Cin
cinnati who was not a member
of the K. of L., and wages were
higher than they had ever been
before or have ever been since.
Owing to the strength of the
organization rather liberal
"shop rules" obtained, and to
my untutored mind it was only
necessary to maintain our As
semblies to guarantee to us a
continuance of those satisfac
tory conditions. I was quite
happy in the thought that we
Cincinnati shoemakers had
solved the vexed' labor ques
tion by thoroughly organizing
our forces, then compelling the
bosses to do business with us
on our own terms, and sincerely
hoped that other shoe centers
might go and do likewise.
In the year 1888 I was rude
ly awakened from my day
dream. The bosses had "got
ten together" and organized a
Manufacturers' Association.
We were locked out. It took
iust three months to shatter my
beautiful ideals of permanently
high wages and liberal shop
regulations, for at the expira
tion of that time our Local As
semblies were but wrecks. The
treacherous conduct of Powder-
lv and other K. of L. leaders
disheartened our members, our
treasuries became depleted, and
soon there was nothing left, of
what a little while ago seemed to
me an indestructable weapon
of offense and defense, —but a handful of unselfish workers
against whom the bosses openly declared a blacklist.

I drifted to Rochester, N. Y., and in the year 1889, helped
to build the International Shoe Workers Union, affiliated
with the A. F. of L. Within a few months the shoemakers
of my adopted home were enrolled in large numbers in this

new union. Again I found myself actively identified with
what seemed to be a powerful local organization of my crafts

men, this time working under the jurisdiction of the A. F. of
L., one of whose cardinal principles was trade autonomy.

FRANK SIEVERMAN

So here we had nothing to fear from treacherous leaders.
We were the sole masters of our own affairs and as we were
fairly successful in securing increases in pay, I was once
more happy. I had attributed our failure in Cincinnati in a
large measure to the unwarranted interference of the K. of L.
General Executive Board. With this element eliminated [
could see nothing by a promising future ahead for the In
ternational. During all this time I lived in ignorance of even
the existence of Socialist philosophy and economics.
In May, 1890, our International Union declared on strike

the P. Cox shoe factories at Rochester, and Fairport. N. Y.
The battle raged for six months. The shoemakers of Roch
ester alone contributed $48,000 to carry on the strike. One

whole season trade had been
lost to the Cox concern. It
was impossible for the firm
to secure and retain sufficient
help to carry on its business:
before another season opened
the firm would either settle with
us or retire from business. Our
members on strike were loyal
to the last and those employed
in the other 22 factories of
Rochester responded nobly to
our call for financial support.
They cheerfully paid ten, fifteen
and twenty per cent, of their
wages to the strike fund. It
was impossible to lose. We
were on the eve of the new
season's "run," and just when
it seemed that victory was at
hand, the bosses played their
trump card. They also had se
cretly "gotten together," or
ganized a Manufacturers' Asso
ciation, and on December 5,
1890, declared a general lock
out, with the evident purpose of
cutting off the source of supply
which was maintaining the

strike.
Simultaneous with the lock

out a writ of injunction was is
sued against fifty men and wo
men, comprising every officer
and every leading member of
the International, restraining
them from interfering with the
business of P. Cox in any way
whatsoever. At the same time
those of our members who
owned homes, were sued for
$50,000 damages alleged to

have been sustained by the Cox concern because of the
strike.
Immense mass meetings were held at which the greatest

enthusiasm for the welfare of our union was manifested. But
soon all available funds were gone, some considerable part
of it being eaten up in defending what we thought were our
rights in courts of law. At the expiration of two months
what at one time looked like cocksure victory for our forces
was converted into dismal and disastrous defeat: for men
cannot live upon enthusiasm for any cause. Good resolu
tions and firm and loyal convictions fill no stomachs, clothe
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no backs and pay no house rents. So just as in Cincinnati,
at an earlier time, our members fought bravely and valiantly,
and, when the limit of endurance had been reached, labor
had to confess itself defeated.
Thus within the narrow compass of two years I had been

actively engaged in two severe conflicts between the forces
of Labor on one side and Capital on the other, both of which
resulted in the utter rout of Labor.
At the same time that the Cox strike was on the cloth

ing workers of Rochester were at war with their employers,
and coincident with the injunction issued against us there
were similar legal proceedings brought against the leaders of
the Clothing Workers' Union. One of their number was
arrested and tried before Judge Rumsey on the charge of
conspiring with others to destroy the business of Rochester
clothing manufacturers. The learned judge handed down a
decision that trade is property in a legal sense, and that any
attempt to destroy trade was an attack upon property, just
as much as if the property was in concrete tangible form.

Boycotting was declared a criminal offense and the clothing
workers in question were promptly sentenced to one year's
imprisonment.
Here, then, was the situation as I, an enthusiastic trade

unionist saw it : Two strong labor organizations wiped out
in the twinkling of an eye by the simple process of the bosses

combining and starving the workers into submission. Two
judicial decisions, one paralyzing any attempt to peacefully
persuade non-strikers to join us, or in any other way carry
on the strike, and the other actually putting in stripes and
behind prison bars an officer of the union who had through

the boycott sought to destroy the trade, i. e., the property, of
scab bosses.
Is it any wonder that my mind was in a chaotic state?

Where to begin and start over again? And how and to what
purpose seemed to me perplexing questions indeed. Pessim
ism reigned supreme, although I at no time entertained the
thought of "laying down" to the bosses, but what to do—

that was the question.
At this critical moment an unknown friend handed me a

copy of the "Communist Manifesto," and a Socialist "plat
form." I eagerly devoured their contents, secured more and
other pamphlets treating of Socialism ; attended meetings of a

handful of German Socialists who at that time— 1891— con
stituted the local movement, and before long I saw that the

power of Capital and Labor was twofold, first, the ownership
of all the essential means of life, and second, the ownership
of every branch of government which existed by virtue of
workingmen's votes. I clearly saw the nature and character
of the "irrepressable conflict" that was raging between the
two classes in society, and that conquest of the power of
government with a view of taking possession of all the neces
sary implements of labor, was the only way to end the con
flict and place Labor in possession of its own. In April, 1891,
I joined the Socialist Labor Party and continued a member
till the Social Democratic Party of New York was formed,
when I left the old party to join the new.
During all the years of my experience in the labor move

ment I have never wavered in my devotion to the trades
union cause. I realize as much to-day as ever that an or
ganization to promote the welfare of the workers in the eco
nomic field is absolutely necessary. Not to belong to the
union of one's craft is to lay oneself open to all the vicious
attacks peculiar to the employing class. It approaches ab
ject, willing slavery not to join in an organized effort to
wring from the capitalist class any and every advantage ob
tainable. But thanks to the strong and penetrating light
that Socialist philosophy throws upon the real relations that
exist between the employing and employed class — that of un
compromising antagonism— I am able to see that a further
and more important work lies at hand. Our efforts in the
economic field must be backed up by the intelligent use of
the ballot in the political field, wielded in the interest of our
own class. It is because I realize this that I cannot agree
that a wage worker discharges his full duty to himself and
his class when he joins the trade union. To round out his
work on behalf of himself and his class so as to entitle him
to the distinction of being a well drilled, well disciplined and
effective soldier in the army of the workers fighting for the
emancipation of his class from the horrors of wage slavery,
he must enlist with the great Socialist army of the world.

Bumping my befuddled head against judicial restraining
orders in 1890, and my empty stomach against the combined
bosses lockout ultimatums in the same year, and at an earlier
date, followed by strong rays of light shed by the sun of So
cialist economics, are the main contributing causes and con
stitute the best explanation I can offer of "How I became a
Socialist."

The Battle Cry
By W. L. Benessi

LOSE the ranks! Ho, fellow tollers,
See! the foe Is drawing neai—
The fell army of despoilers
Seeking courage in their fear.

Arm'd with falsehood and confusion,
See them bungle, hear them howl.
Blind with rage and vain delusion.
But with purpose drear and fcul.

Close the ranks and lift the banner
Let it wave against the sky;
Meet the foe in valiant manner,

Let them hear our battle cry!

See! 'Tis trac'd in glowing letters —
Liberty's divine refrain:
"Ye can only lose your fetters,
But ye have a world to gain."

Close the ranks, O, fellow toilers,
Let each one be brave and true.
Let us outvote our despoilers;
We are many—They are few.

And let Liberty decide
Let us face this army of error,
Who shall win! We fear no terror,
For the Truth is on our side.
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Hospitality
By Lucien V. Rule

N aged beggar at a rich man's door,
Summoned the needed nerve to knock and say:
"A cruet and water, sir, I humbly pray.
Sultry the morn, and miles, how many more!
Here let me rest, for I am wearied, sore."
"Begone, you beast! No ragamuffin may
Hang 'round my house. .1 entertain to-day!"
The rich man cried with an angry roar.

Only a Lazarus at the palace gate;
Fair fortune and the spectre of ill fate;
Dives the lordly and a dog-licked fool!
But wait a little; time will equalize.
One shall inherit love's pure paradise,
The other hatred's hell no man may cool.

The aged wanderer from the dusty road
Besought assistance at a little farm,
Whose shady shelter could all sorrow charm,

And make the heavy heart forget its load.
That lovely home was blessed love's abode,
And there the traveler ventured not in vain.

Water to wash away the sweat and stain —

The welcome of the noble orient code—

And then a seat about the family board,
The placeo f honor at the father's right.
His tramp apparel lost the while to sight;
The sentiment of manhood full restored;
The smile of mother making sweet the meal;

And, ah, what memories o'er the wanderer steal!

THE AGED BEGGAR
(PhotofromLife)
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Reminiscences of Myron W. Reed
By Eugene V. Debs

ilHO that ever looked into his kindly eyes and
felt the touch of his honest hand does not

remember him with mingled joy and
sorrow?
Myron Reed was indeed a man !
His love was boundless as all space, and

his sympathy as tender and profound as

that of the man of Galilee.

And his noble courage in defense of the weak blossomed

into glorious heroism.
He despised sham, scored hypocrisy, ridiculed ceremony,

laughed at what the dudes and dunces of society call "good

form,'' trampled rough-shod upon conventionality, wore a

slouch hat and gloried always in his natural self.

Many times he shocked the prudes because he would not

pretend, dissimulate —because no matter who, or what, or
where, he would be no other than just Myron Reed.

He had all the imperfections of a perfect man.

All who ever knew him loved him.
He was hated only by the ones so mean that they are pun

ished with distorted vision that mistakes a man for a monster

and a monster for a man.

James Whitcomb Riley once
said to me : "Myron Reed

is a real man—a brother to his fellow-man."
One Sunday morning the vast congregation at Broadway

Temple in Denver, where Mr. Reed preached, was startled

with the shortest, strangest and sweetest sermon on record.

The preacher was paler than usual, there were tears in his

eyes and his voice was tremulous with emotion.

"I can't speak to you to-day: the clog at our house is
dead."
That, in my judgment, was one of Myron Reed's greatest

sermons. There is more genuine religion in this utterance
than in all the cold creeds and heartless theology of the
world.
Reed's very soul was in his speech as he declared his kin

ship with all breathing beings.
Walt Whitman, had he been present, would have under

stood.
The great preacher's heart lay bare before his people.
God had let them see a man— then crowned that man with

immortality.
They who were too base to understand, and therefore

hated Myron Reed, wondered why so many men and women
and children loved him. •How could any but the soulless
help but love this big and generous man. who sobbed with
aching heart because his faithful dog had died!
The most abandoned wretch was sure he had one friend

at least. He could appeal to Myron Reed and warm his
heart to life again.
A mutual friend at Denver once told me of an impecu

nious fellow who was always borrowing and always broke.
One morning he dropped in to make the usual plea for a
loan. He was hard pressed and must have a five dollar
bill. But the story was stale and he was turned down and out.
Half an hour later Reed sauntered in. "Let me have five

dollars," said the preacher. The money was handed to him
and he walked out briskly and up the street. Around the
corner waited our impecunious friend and into his out
stretched hand was pressed the borrowed bill.
During the strike of the Leadville miners in the winter

of "<)fi,I arrived at Denver one Sunday morning, being met by
Edward 1Joyce, then President of the Western Federation of
Miners. We were to leave for Leadville that same night.
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The Coronado mine had been attacked, a terrific battle fol
lowed and many were killed and wounded on both sides.
Everybody was armed, and the feeling was intensely bicter
against the strikers. The press was virulently denouncing
organized labor in general and Boyce and myself in particular.
This was the state of affairs when I met Boyce in Denver,

on the way to Leadville. Boyce suggested that we go to
hear Myron Reed. I readily assented. The Broadway Thea
tre was crowded. Reed had resigned his pastorate and many
of his people and a good many others followed him.
We had hardly entered when Mr. Reed arose and said :
"I understand that Mr. Boyce and Mr. Debs are in the audi
ence; will the gentlemen do me the honor to come forward
and occupy seats on the platform?"
We were astounded, not dreaming that Mr. Reed knew

that we were even in the city. The effect was startling. Most
of the audience looked upon us as red-nanded murderers and
the announcement fairly stunned them. Mr. Reed hardly
allowed them time to recover their breath. He introduced
each of us to the audience as his personal and honored friend.

.That was Myron Reed ! I can see him yet, calm, serene,
quietly exultant over one of his peculiar triumphs.
It was during the strike of the miners at Cripple Creek

that Myron Reed displayed his Spartan heroism and proved
for the thousandth time his devotion to the working class and
his implacable hostility to their oppressors. At this time he
was still preaching to the largest church congregation in
Denver and the elite of the city were well represented in his

pews. They were attracted by the picturesque and brilliant
preacher who spoke in a succession of electric flashes ; whose

epigrams blazed and sparkled with the living fire from his
own genius.
Aesop taught in fables, Christ in parables, and Reed in

epigrams.
Reed was at the very height of his popularity and power

when the supreme test came.

The state was being shaken to its foundations by the strike

and revolt of the miners. The mining corporations had a

horde of armed deputies in the field. The miners were be

sieged at Bull Hill. The state was on the brink of revolu
tion, and the plutocrats were demanding the most despotic

and repressive measures to crush out the rebellion.

Governor Waite was appealed to, but refused to allow the

militia to be used as corporation hirelings and was threat
ened with impeachment. ,

Let it be here noted that Governor Waite stands solitary
and alone as the only governor that ever used the military
arm of the state government to protect the working class.

This was his martyrdom. For steadfastly serving labor he
was crucified—by labor.
It was in this crisis that Myron Reed expanded to heroic

proportions. He had the ear and the heart of the people.
Like a flash of lightning from a clear sky his famous epi
gram burst from his soul. It was a thunderbolt hurled by
Jove himself—
•'My heart is on Bull Hill !"
The fashionable congregation were horrified — the plutoc

racy for the moment were paralyzed.
The fate of the fearless preacher was sealed. Henceforth

he was a demagogue, an arch-enemy of law and order, and
he must drain to the last drop the bitter cup of persecution
and exile.
Almost the last time I called on him, he said : ''Debs, our

friend Bellamy is here trying to recover his lost health. We
must call on him and cheer him up and see what we can do
for him."
The next morning we had our visit with the author of
"Looking Backward," and "Equality." The finger of death
had already traced his claim in his pallid features. Edward
Bellamy, great soul, was marked for the tomb.
"Perhaps," suggested Bellamy, "I'd better go South."
"I wouldn't," answered Reed, "there isn't a heretic in the

whole South."
As we withdrew Mr. Reed turned to me and in a voice full

of sadness said: "Poor fellow, he is hoping in vain; he'll soon
be at rest."
As he said this and I looked into his own wasted features
I said to myself: "Alas, dear brother, and so will you."
Bellamy soon afterward entered the shadowy vale and

Reed was not long in following him.
The recent visit of the delegates of the American Labor

Union and the Western Federation of Miners to the tomb of

Myron Reed, and the touching tribute paid to his memory by

Edward Boyce, were fitting testimonials of Labor's grati

tude and love.
The miners and their wives and children were loyal to him

living and will venerate his memory through all coming

years. Many others honored his high courage and stood

nobly by him to the end.
When he fell asleep thousands wept as they built monu

ments of flowers above his dust.
He was a union soldier in the civil war, and a civil sol

dier in the union war. He was the tribune of the people,
the friend of toil—a soldier, a Socialist and a man.
Myron Reed traced his name in deeds that live, and com

ing generations will add fresh lustre to his well-earned fame.

<fr * *

The Sunset of My Years
By H. Ivan Swift

From the

OMETIMES when I'm a-settin' here a-waitin' for the night,
An' the sun is stoopin' over low an' spreadin' of his light

On the puddles in the road there: an' the reachin' shad-

ders fold
Down around the corn and popies that is throwin' back

the gold—

Then I 'magine that a voice I know, is callin' home
the

steers
woods along the gully;

—and it sort o' starts the tears!

It was nip an' tuck with us awhile, a-tryin' to get along,

And I calcalate it made the bonds a-tween us middlin' strong!

Him an' me had pulled togethei—yes—fur more 'an forty years,
An' reg'lar. most, as that old clock I'd heered him call the steers.
Then, one evenin' while the shadders picked the gleanin's of the day,

Alf, he heerd a voice a-callin'. sort o' sweet, and went away!
And I reckon that's the reason, in this sunset of my years,

Why I wait for night to gather, and I can't keep back the tears.
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Editorial

]HAT we are nearing the end
of the cycle of our much
vaunted "prosperity" seems
to be generally conceded. All

BE^Bi the indications point to the
near approach of a period of

prolonged and acute industrial and

financial depression. During the com
ing winter, notwithstanding the fact

that the most heroic measures will be

taken to stave off the worst evils until

tlie presidential election has taken

place, there will in all probability be a

very considerable reduction in the num

ber of fully employed workers with the

inevitable accompaniment of a general
reduction in wages.
Perhaps the rulers of our industrial
life, the uncrowned but surely sover

eign lords of industry, will find their ef

forts to avert the impending crisis for

so long prove abortive, in which case
the political consequences may prove
interesting. Whether the Democratic

party can by any means brace itself for

the issue and once more assume the

reins of government is, for Socialists,

quite a secondary matter. At least it
is a small matter in its immediate con

sequences. To us it is a matter of com
plete indifference which of the parties is

in power; upon the one issue which
transcends all other issues they are not

divided. Whether we have Roosevelt
or Bryan, or Cleveland; in the White
House will not matter to us as work
ers. That the rehabilitation of the Dem
ocratic party is undesirable from the
point of view of the advance of the So
cialist movement is true. But that is a

political, and not an industrial, consider
ation. Should the cycle of depression
reach the panic stage before election
time it will probably be more intense,

and productive of greater hardship and
more widespread misery, than either the
crisis of 1873 or any of the crises which
have succeeded it. That it may not
come with the suddenness of former
crises, but develop gradually, may be
conceded to our "revisionist" friends
without impairing the soundness of our
contention. Time will prove how far, if
at all, the trusts can determine the man
ner of its coming. The effect will not be
materially different. That terrible word
"overproduction," which is already being
spoken means rhe same thing to the
workers ultimately — hunger, unem
ployment and increased misery.

But will this cycle of depression bring
with it the opportunities — and the dan
gers—of its predecessors? that is the
question which Socialists will need to
consider carefully. That is the event
which every Socialist should prepare
himself to meet. The panic of 1873 was
only the beginning of a period of grave
anxiety and intense poverty for the
workers. For fully five years there was
unprecedented destitution and the army
of the unemployed was swollen to vast
and dangerous proportions. Of the im
mense demonstrations, the excitement,
and the many bloody conflicts with the
police and military' forces, during those
trying years there is no need for us to
enter into detail here. To many of our
readers the memory of those years of
trial and hardship is still fresh. Others
can read the calm but still terrible ac
count given in Morris Hillquit's "His
tory of Socialism in the United States,"
of which a review is given elsewhere in
this issue. In those trying times the So
cialists were not strong enough to pre
vent the resort to planless revolt with its
inevitable results. Shall we, now that we
are stronger grown, be able to direct the
indignation and the desperation of our
class so as to avoid a recurrence of the
mad resource to violence which the hun
ger-crazed "Blind Samsons" resorted to
then? There is no greater danger than
such a blind, brute revolt would be. The
supremest service which the Socialist
movement can render to the working
class in such a crisis is to warn it against,
and save it from, the folly and horrors
of a premature and bootless appeal to
violence and bloody rebellion. No great
er disaster could befall labor than such a
revolt. If labor is to be saved from the
tragic slaughter at the shambles which
such an effort must lead to it will be by
the Socialists. The capitalists assuredly
will not save it. Their's now is the force
to crush such a rising, and it would suit
them better, many times better, to have
a chance to crush labor so, than to have

labor rise proudly and intelligently cut
of a political conquest holding all pow
ers in its own strong grasp. And the
"labor leaders" who are now crying out
against the assumption of political in
dependence by the workers will not, can
not, save them from the doom of such
a mad revolt. They will cry out, doubt
less, as earnestly as any against the very
idea of an appeal to violence and blood,
for they are not to be accused of any
such unholy purpose as the willing and
ruthless sacrifice of their followers. But
they cannot prevent the desperate resort
to the bullet of the worker as rebel, who
have discouraged and held back the in
telligent ballot of the worker as a citi
zen. No alternative for immature and
violent rebellion other than the carefully
matured and intelligent political revolu
tion is possible.
There is another responsibility which
any crisis of great magnitude must sure
ly bring with it. Such times always bring
with them the discontent which proves
the most fruitful soil for the germination
of our ideas. It has been so in other
crises, it will be so again. In the event
ful years between 1873 and 1878 the
seeds sown in the weakness of an alien
movement germinated and. grew with re
markable rapidity as Comrade Hillquit's
book, already referred to, abundantly
shows. Had there been a strong, well
organized and well equipped Socialist
Party then the great accessions to our
ranks during the storm-beat might have
been retained in the succeeding calm.
Above everything else it behooves us
now to build up the Socialist Party
("called Social Democratic Party in the
States of New York and Wisconsin) in
every possible way, not only to widen
the movement by ceaseless propaganda
but to direct it. The Socialist movement,
we often hear, will always be bigger than
any Socialist party. That is true! but
it is also true that the Socialist move
ment will never be safe and secure with
out a strong, well disciplined Socialist
party to guide it. No Socialist is doing
full justice to the Socialist movement
who remains outside of the Socialist
Party. We have suffered, and are suf
fering to-day, because in the past we
have not had an organization strong
and brave enough to guide the move
ment and to safeguard it. But it is high
time that we determined to leave no
stone unturned to fit the Socialist Party
for its great and responsible mission.
To build up our party organization in
every town and hamlet is the most im
portant work before us at this time.
The best work for the Socialist move
ment which any of us can do is to add
to the efficiency and strength of the So
cialist Party. With a stroner and virile
Socialist party any industrial crisis, no
matter how great, or what its form, must
bring us nearer to our goal. S.
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A Man and a Book
By John Spargo

N recent years no man has played a more
important or more useful part in the Amer
ican Socialist movement than Morris Hill-
quit, of New York, whose latest work in an
entirely new field is not by any means the
least important service which he has ren
dered to the cause of Socialism.
A neat, dapper man with keen, far-see

ing eyes, his mental alertness equalled only by the refinement
of his speech and movements, he at once impresses you as a
man of unusual powers. Perhaps it was because of my hav
ing had some previous knowledge of the man and the part
he had played in the internal
affairs of the party that when,
on the day after my arrival in
this country, the good comrade
who now serves with so much
distinction as the National Sec
retary of the Socialist Party in
troduced me to him, I instinct
ively felt that I was in the pres
ence oi an unusually keenpoli-
tician. And I suppose that it is
as a keen politician that, out
side of the circle of his immedi
ate acquaintances, Hillquit is
generally regarded throughout
the movement. And sometimes
to the term politician a sinister
meaning is given.
That he is a politician, and a
remarkably able one, it would
be idle to deny. But no one
who knows the man intimately
will accuse him of any sinister
motives. Morris Hillquit is
above the reach of taunts of
that kind. I know of very few
men whose political efforts are
more thoroughly sanctified by
devotion to the cause, and an
entire divorce from self interest
than his.
Born at Riga, Russia, in
1870, Hillquit was educated at
the gymnasium of that town.
When he was but seventeen
years of age he emigrated to
this country. That was in the
latter part of 1887, and before
the end of the year he became
a member of the Socialist La
bor Party. For six months orso the young immigrant work
ed at a variety of occupations — "a dozen trades in six
months,'' as he says—after which time he became a public
school teacher in the evening schools. This occupation gave
him time to study law, and in 1893 he was admitted to the
New York bar.
Of his manifold party activities I need only make brief

mention. At the famous Rochester convention in 1889 he
played a prominent part and, together with Job Harriman and
Max Hayes, represented the Rochester wing of the Socialist
Labor Party in the first Unity Convention held at Indianapolis
in March, 1900. His work in the subsequent negotiations and
in the Unity convention held at Indianapolis in July, 1901,
are too well known to need recounting here.

MORRIS HILLQUIT

Such, briefly told, is the record of the man whose "History
of Socialism in the United States" has just appeared bearing
the imprint of a famous publishing house.
No more important work than this "History of Socialism

in the United States" has ever emanated from the pen of an
American Socialist. Every Socialist and every student of
Socialism having need to study the development of the So
cialist movement in America owes a big debt of gratitude to
the author whose patient research, unflinching candor and
fairness have resulted in this well-ordered and illuminating
volume. For many years to come, I have not the slightest

doubt, this will be regarded as
the standard and authoritative
work on the subject. The first
published work of the writer,
it gives him indisputable rank
and authority.
The book naturally divides
itself into two parts, the first
dealing with early Utopian So
cialist theories and experiments
and the second with the modern
Socialist movement. Two prin
cipal reasons may be assigned
for the fact that this country
was chosen as the chief theatre
of experiments by the majority
of social innovators, sectarian
and otherwise —an abundance
of cheap lands and freedom
from oppression and political
disabilities. The great secta
rian communities in particular
were only possible under such
conditions. Robert Owen,
Charles Fourier and Etienne
Cabet were doubtless moved by
the same considerations to
choose America as the land
where their theories should be
most fully tried. St. Simon
alone of the great Utopian So
cialists seems to have forseen
the futility of miniature experi
ments of this kind. To the stu
dent familiar with the work of
Noyes, Nordhoff, Hinds, and
others, there is little that is new
in this part of Hillquit's work.
The ground had already been
pretty thoroughly worked. But

Hillquit throughout deals with thethere is this difference
various communities from the point of view of the modern
Socialist philosophy with the result that his work surpasses
that of any of his predecessors in critical insight and value.
There is little to connect the various sectarian communi

ties, such as the Shakers, Separatists, Perfectionists, and the
like, with the development of Socialism and it is an open
question as to whether they can be properly included in a
work of this kind. Our historian is under no misapprehen
sion on this point and dismisses them all with very scant no
tice
The Owenite and Fourierist periods are treated at greater

length, as also are the Icarian communities. The lives of
Owen, Fourier and Cabet, and the more notable of their as
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sociates and followers, arc sympathetically treated. Consid
ering the fact that less than one hundred pages are devoted
to these men and their theories, the author has achieved a
remarkable success in combining critical insight with accu
racy and comprehensiveness in this section of the book. One
misses, and wonders at the omission, Considerant and his
San Antonio experiment, the Reunion community. Associate
of Fourier in the latter'life-work, Considerant was in some
respects an abler man and became the recpgnizezd leader of
the Fourierist groups after the master's death. The fall of
Reunion, and Considerant's return to France marked the
close of Fourierism. But, notwithstanding this omission, and
the all too scant treatment of Warren Chase, of Ceresco.—

"the world's lone child" —whose life is far

more interesting than his prosaic community, the

chapter upon the Fourierist period is a notable and distinc-

tve contribution to the literature of the subject. Much has

been written about the great utopist and his fantastic theo
ries, but, in the English language at any rate, there is noth
ing to equal what Hillquit has here written. His statement
of Fourier's theories is absolutely fair and there is never the
faintest suggestion of ridicule. Yet, in a few short para
graphs their inherent weaknesses are shown. Were it for

this chapter alone the book would be entitled to rank as a

most important contribution to the literature of an impor
tant subject.
Of almost equal value and interest is the chapter in which

the author sums up the first part of his work and draws con

clusions therefrom. Taking up the familiar question as to
why the sectarian communities should have attained a larger

measure of success than the noft-religious communities, he

sweeps aside the plausible explanations of Greeley, Noyes

and others, that religion as such was the sustaining power of

the former, and the equally plausible explanation of Nordhoff
and some other writers that the religious communities had

stronger leaders. "The Shakers hardly ever had a leader of

any recognized universal authority since the days of Ann
Lee, and still their prosperity continued unabated for almost

a century after the death of the prophetess, while New Har

mony was a crying failure, notwithstanding the leadership of

a man of the intelligence and executive abilities of Robert

Owen. Similarly, the Fourierist Phalanxes were vary short

lived, although they were, in a majority of cases, religious ;

while the avowedly agnostic Icarians managed to maintain

their existence during almost two generations.-' The real

reason is the more obvious one. The membership of the

sectarian communities consisted mainly of German peasants,

used to the tillage of the soil and simple living, while the

members of the other communities, in most
cases, consisted

of "a heterogenous crowd of idealists of all possible voca
tions, accustomed to a higher standard of life, and as a rule

■devoid of any knowledge of farming." Not only so, but in

the case of the sectarian communities their communism was

accidental and always incidental to their main sectarian
ob

jective. And whenever it suited their material interests thev

dropped their communism. In most cases their material

success was due to their departure from communism
and

their adoption of commercial methods.

To almost all previous workers in this field of Socialistic

thought and literature it has seemed as if tnerc was a.
definite

and direct connection between this early Utopian
movement

tnd modern Socialism. Upon this rock the non-Socialist

writer, who is almost invariably a utopist, generallv founders.

And, indeed, as Hillquit is careful to point out, there do

appear at times seeming evidences of such
a direct connec

tion. The Tcarians, for example, in the fifties
of the last cen.

tury, maintained close relationship with
Weitling's Working

Men's League, and later on took an active part
in tnc work

of the International. As late as 1879 their organs were
listed

as official organs of the Socialist Labor Party.
There arc

other facts of a similar nature, but it can only be said of them
that they form exceptions to the rule. It can safely be said
that these early Utopian experiments had little direct con
nection with, or influence on, the formation of the modern
Socialist movement in this country.
In a careful and scholarly introduction to the second part

of the book, the author makes perfectly plain the distinction
between the scientific bases and methods of modern Socialism
and its Utopian forerunner. "The first beginnings of modern
Socialism appeared on this continent before the close of the
first half of the last century, but it took another half a cen- •

tury before the movement could be said to have become ac
climatized on American soil."
The Communist Manifesto of 1848, with its famous cry to

the workers, as a class, to unite, was the birth-cry of modern
Socialism. It was a clear departure from the old Utopian ■
idealism. Marx, who had become a Socialist through the St.
Simonian agitation, had imbibed the new theories of evolu
tion, and, with a glorious inspiration, saw in the idea of evo
lution the only abiding foundation for the world's oft-crushed
and long deferred hope of industrial peace and social justice.
l!ut the Manifesto itself was the product of the unrest which
for years had stirred Furope in general and the thirty odd
separate units of what now is the German Empire in par
ticular. In the first half of the last century 3,000,000 Ger
mans left the fatherland, many of them ultimately landing in
this country. Among them were many political refugees
who had taken part in the ill-fated revolutions of 1830 and

1848. And the general movement of revolt found varied ex
pressions in this country. In the early thirties a movement
was organized among them for the purpose of gathering all
the political refugees and holding them in readiness to return
to the fatherland for the next revolution. The German im

migrants were among the very first to respond to the call
of the Free Soil Party; they established Free Soil Clubs,
and in 1846 published a magazine in the interests of that

partv. Co-operative associations, gymnastic unions and

loose trade organizations were established, embracing thou

sands of Germans. To make a strong movement nothing
was lacking save a leader, and such a man appeared in the

person of Wilhclm Weitling, the famous "Communist Tailor."
Weitling, whose career is briefly sketched by our author,

may be said to be "the connecting link between primitive and

modern Socialism." In the main a Utopian, strongly tinged
with St. Simonism, he nevertheless approached very nearly

at times a recognition of the class struggle. Weitling was a
strong apostle-like figure and the account given of his un

tiring efforts during the years of his activity fills one with
admiration. His "General Working-Men's League" started
well, but never attained any very great importance. It was
Joseph Weydemever, a close personal frind of Marx and
Engels who first began to instill into the League the princi

ples of scientific Socialism, delivering many lectures in Ger

man and English before the members. F. A. Sorge, the
veteran Socialist and friend of Marx, who still remains with
us, does not attach very much importance to the work of the

Turner societies and thinks their influence on the Socialist
movement has been overrated. At any rate, after the civil
war, they modified their position.
The civil war decimated the ranks of the incipient Social

ist movement. In hearty sympathy with the abolition move
ment, the Socialists flocked to the war and the movement

was thereby paralyzed. The history of Socialism in the

United States during the period immediately following the
war is so closely identified with that of the famous 'Interna

tional" that it is practically impossible to understand them

apart. Of that great association, vvhicn flourished from 1864
to 1872, a most lucid, accurate and comprehensive account

is given. The "International" attained a surprising popu
larity in a short time : and that popularity was its gravest
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peril. Reformers of all shades of opinion flocked to its
ranks, each of them trying to utilize the organization for the
propaganda of his or her peculiar ideas. Among the most
picturesque and troublesome of tnese being my own antag
onist of later years, Tennessee Claflin (now Lady Cook), and
her sister, Victoria Woodhull. At this time, in view of cer
tain manifest tendencies which confront us, a careful study of
this part of this valuable work should be made by every
active and sincere Socialist. The purely American counter
part of the "International" was the National Labor Union,
of which, and of its chief spirit, the now almost forgotten
A\ illiam H. Sylvis, a careful account is given. Sylvis and
the late Dr. Douai, well remembered by our New York com
rades, are worthy of lasting and reverent rememberance.
By rescuing the memory of Sylvis from oblivion the
author has rendered a very real service to the

student. But surely Ira Stewart was worthy of
recognition in such a work as this, for he was the greatest
intellectual force in the native labor movement of his time.

The "International" died with the Philadelphia convention
of 1876. Two years before, some dissatisfied ones had
formed the Social Democratic Workingmen's Party of North
America, which had absorbed most of the strength of the
"International," but in the week following the last conven
tion of the latter body there was established a new party, the
Workingmen's Party of the United States. Eighteen months
later the name was changed to Socialist Labor Party of the
United States.
For more than twenty years the Socialist Labor Party

was the dominant factor in the Socialist movement of this

country. At first, and particularly to the non-Socialist and
the ill-informed Socialist, all seems confusion and strife. Its
many experiments and changes of policy led, naturally, to

heated controversies. These at times were conducted with

much bitterness and led to factions and splits which rent the

party in twain. Therefore it is that to the non-Socialist

student, and all too often to the Socialist himself, the men

of the Socialist Labor Party appear as a set of querulous
individuals who wasted their time in recriminations and ac

complished little for the cause. Nothing could be more
unjust than this, and Hillquit's work is a splendid vindication
of as brave and devoted a body of men as ever undertook a

great mission. In the face of obstacles which at times
seemed to be insurmountable, they "evolved working meth

ods of Socialist activity, and through their ceaseless agitation

they prepared the ground for a genuine American movement

of Socialism.''
The Socialist Labor Party began under favorable auspices.
It was a time of industrial depression and seething economic

discontent. Strikes in all parts of the country were re

pressed with all the brutality of desperate capitalism, and

the Socialists, who had taken no part in the instigation of

the strikes, took advantage of the widespread unrest to pro

pagate their theories. Between 1876 and 1877 no less than

twenty-four papers, directly and indirectly supporting the

party, were established, eight of these, one of them a daily,

being in the English language. In the beginning of 1879
there were a hundred "sections" in twenty-five different

States, with a total membership of about 10,000. But a

period of prosperity following, the weakness of the
new

movement was revealed. Labor again went back to its

fleshpots. The tour of the Socialist deputies,
Fritzsche and

Y'iereck, helped to revive the movement to some extent, but
it was only for a time. By 1881 the party was in a precarious
condition. During the excitement of 1877-79, all had seemed
rosy and fair. In Chicago three State Representatives, one
State Senator, four aldermen and a councilman had been
elected, Dr. Schmidt receiving over 12,000 votes for Mayor.
In Cincinnati the party polled 9,000 in the fall elections of
1877, and in Cleveland, 3,000. In St. Louis the vote was
7,000, and five members of the school hoard and two alder
men were elected. The reaction was a terrible strain to the
as vet inexperienced party. Added to this was the struggle
from within against the anarchists. Of this struggle Hill-
quit writes with the definiteness of the scholar, who is not
misled by the bombastic phrases of the anarchist cult. Its
essentially reactionary character never escapes his keen in
tellectual vision. Anarchism is not a something "further on
in the line of progress," but a foe to progress, which So
cialism has successfully combatted. It is refreshing to turn
from the maudlin cant of a great deal that appears on this
question in our press to such an unequivocal statement of our

position as Socialists toward the anarchist delusion.
The experiences of the Socialist Labor Party in its tem

porary alliances with the Greenback Party, various Union
Labor parties, and the Henry Ceorge movement, are set
forth with admirable clearness and sympathetic candor.
There was no betrayal of principle in those alliances, they
were earnest efforts on the part of a body of loyal comrades

mainly foreigners to "Americanize'' the movement they

loved. They wanted to reach the American workingmen.
But fusion only restdted in their principles being submerged.
Fusion meant contusion. In 1888 the Socialist Labor Party
in New York initiated the independent, uncompromising
policy now adopted throughout the country.

Those later events which led to the disintegration of the

Socialist Labor Party and the rise of the Socialist Party, are
set forth frankly, but with no trace of malice or uncharitable-

ness. The rise of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance
with its fateful policy of antagonizing the trade unions and

the struggle for supremacy by the contending factions are de

scribed without extenuation, or the merest scintalla of abuse

or ridicule. When one remembers the prominent part played

bv the author in that struggle which brought forth the social

ist Party, and his share in guiding the new movement through

the early struggles which it had to face, it is impossible not

to feel that in this tempered and scrupulously fair treatment

of the question he has achieved a great moral success.

In this hasty account of the "History of Socialism in the

United States," I have only been able to touch upon a few
of what I conceive to be its principal merits. No review can
do justice to a work of this kind, crammed as it is from cover

to cover with important matter concisely put. In all its

three hundred and fifty pages there is not a page that is dull,

irrelevant or unimportant. It is the work of one of the
ablest men, and certainly the best informed, in our ranks.

No Socialist should be without a copv of the book, which, I
believe and hope, is destined to exercise a splendid influence

upon the Socialist movement in this country.

The mechanical details of the book are very satisfactory

and typographical blemishes are few.

*) "HistoryofSocialismintheUnitedStates."By Morris
Hillquit." l903.NewYork:The

FunkWaRnallaCompany.Price$1.50, bymail$1.67.For sale
byThe Comrade.
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Sentinels of Injustice
By Peter E. Burrowes

OCJETY is not preserved in the citadels, but
at the outposts ; not by his knowledge of

the best things does man survive, but by
his knowledge of the worst, and that is his
best knowledge. What an ingenious per
versity it is that takes man, the great brain

possessor, by the nose and leads him

around the universe to study the beauties
of the grand whole before he has given the simplest thought
to himself and his sordid society.
From the time his brain began to ferment he has been

surrounded by charming professors, like the donkey boys
of Alexandria, each one expatiating upon the

merits of his own particular donkey, until the bewil

dered traveler decides for his own protection, to put himself

on the ass of the burliest hustler, deeming it to be safer in

the end to have fallen into the hands of one big robber than

of many little ones.

Investigators of all sorts are ready to delight the unso

phisticated mind with new studies ; we are bewildered by tne

multiplication of subjects which people say we ought not to
be ignorant of. We have entire departments of science in

these grand days, almost as great in number as our great

grandfathers had single facts, and what shall we do with all,

we who have to labor? Verily, the leisure class has stolen a

long, long march upon us ; we hear them away off at the
front talking as if they had reached the gates of the morning,

while we know ourselves to be away back in the race, stum

bling wearily through the night. What then, shall we do

with our brains? Why, choose rationally our own subjects,
as men of the night and the rare experience, and the nearest

is the best. When labor makes a science of its near self, then

the century will achieve something proportionate to its great

scientific pretensions. The senses of injustice form the in

tegument that holds human society together, this cuticle

nerve system, ever warning us of our invaders and repelling

our wrongs, holds the commonwealth from dissolution. By

the constant activities of the sentinel virtues of resistance is

shaped what may be called the grand formulae of public

life, monarchies, republics, etc., and also that spiritual en

semble comes from them, the nation's sense of justice, such

as it may be. They determine the path of our really or

ganic history and give terms, and have given boundary
to

it all, in every age. The single lives which, for their own

preservation, have become sensitive to wrongs inflicted upon

them and resisted, are thus the true parents of right,
for

wrong goes always first, while right is the discovery of the

race, the afterthought of those whom the world leaves be

hind to stumble through the night. Wrong always, has pre

ceded right. It is from thence we graduate into justice ; it

is thus that capitalism is the school of Socialism.
Around

this fundamental point authoritarianism and
democracy must

contend. One imposing thou-shalt-nots from
above, the

other learning them below.

Those who find justice on the tops of mountains
have

imperviously disciplined the race with vetoes
making law,

their law, a matter to begin with. But justice is a matter
to

end with, it is a progressive experience; it never
was until

things happened. The thief made it necessary for defrauded

men to discover honesty. Neither crown,
tiara, nor ballots

ever gave man the power of inventing any justice
that was

bigger than his own self interest, or that of his
class, robbing

or resisting robbery. The moral "I will' of a people has thus

its fibre in the private life of every man. If I am wronged

and resisting, I am one of humanity's true priests. If I am
wronged, and not resisting, I am not part of social life.
This is the great dividing line between authoritarianism

and progressive mankind, between toryism and democracy,
between theology and evolution (when evolution is not used
theologically), it is experience versus authority, therefore of
science versus Utopia.
The working truth of all this to-day is that the senses, or

sentinels of injustice, the saving virtues of the wage slave class
are the saviors of society ;— the master class having no public
sense of justice, nor any saving virtues, outside the banks; for
it derives its moral experience and authority from the wrong
end of the line ; it imposes "Thou shalt nots" upon the people
instead of receiving them from the people who resist.
After the comfort of the physical life has been secured

there is a point near ahead, beyond which our individualist
safeguards may be symptoms of mere social infidelity and
disease.
In the name of the individual life and its liberties, the nation

strangely enough, is restrained from the ability of change
and betterment ; and this beam has grown on the eye of
reason by the absence of humane restraints upon private
property. In other words, freedom has been stolen from
life itself to enlarge the borders of private owning, until it
not only owns the cat that looks at the king, but the king
whom the cat admires and the man who, whether he admires
them or not, must feed both the king and the cat. Not only
does the successful property man submerge the liberties of
entire masses of other men by his own sole liberty of getting
more, but he at once proceeds blindly to bury his own free
dom in the guilty product. Not only is the physical man
buried in irrational private properties, but the mental man
is also encircled by the shadow; so that no thinker now is
deemed to be right who is not what they call 'safe' and
regular on property lines. Every new idea must be sup
ported by quotation marks showing its respectability, thus
the scholar sits as heavily upon the philosopher's new thought
as the capitalist sits upon the revolting manhood of the la
borers.
But "sentinels of injustice" is only a metaphysical phrase

until we find it in some objective case. Well, we have it in
the case of wage labor. It springs like blades of grass out
of the laborer's wrongs ; it springs daily until it becomes so
many that they are as fields of grass having an unbroken
international contiguity and a common hue. They are the
class wrongs of the working people all over the world.
Many there be who prattle to us against selfishness lest

it should save us; they prattle against these sentinels of
self preservation because they are not in their class ; because
our wrongs in action will surely conflict with their rights,
which they got from the mountains.
From, the hour that one man obtained economic control

over another, active selfishness became not only necessary,
but it stood forth as the cardinal virtue of that other man,
and the only condition upon whicn he could live. He might
have got along without selfishness before he was economically
knocked down, but not afterwards. Has not the great cap
italist ram battered upon your door, workingman? You
don't know! Then your sentinels of injustice sleep the
sleep of death.
■ Has your economic master given you a hymn book, and
is he piping to you the dulcetness of the altruistic? Does
he say to you some really great and beautiful things about
life's ideals'? He cannot help it. He needs must ; the sinful
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relation of economic ascendancy over you which he has him
self made (I speak of a class) compels him to disarm you
mentally also. The one crime has made two selfiishnesses—■
the first inflicting and deceiving, the second resisting-. Do
you see the point? If not, rouse up your sentinel.
When labor economically fell down and capital stood over

it, their interests became class interests, and class conflicts
ensued, and one of them at least became a class political
party, but both of them must do so. In the course of
battle both must become class political parties. Why
is it that only one of them has become so, ye men of
labor? Because the sentinels of injustice on your walls are
not class conscious— they are dozing.
Every country in the world is eventually ruled by tnat

class which is best able to control the sources of wealth.
Now the sources of wealth are the laborers. How is it, then,
that you are not controlling yourself and so ruling the na
tion? Ask the sentinels in your own suit of clothes. In
what manner have you this day resisted your wrongs? What
have you done for Socialism?
Every class that has long possessed power gets too fat,

too lazy and too useless to do the social duties by which it
first came into power; then its assistants in the subject class
must push it out of history. Are you not doing all the work,
and all the alleged achievements of the capitalist? You are.
Then why are you not pushing him out?
Every dominant class, ere it ripens and rots and falls off,

lias already provided its successor. Labor is the successor
of capitalism and capitalism is falling.
The labor of the world cannot be privately controlled with

out enslaving the laborers, but labor has been privately con
trolled for a long time, and the laborers are therefore slaves.
Oh, you didn't know it! Have they strangled your sentinels?

if a number of ill treated men suddenly wake up and be
come together conscious of their partnership and fellowship
in wrongs inflicted by an organized class (for nothing less
than that can afflict a majority multitude), their conscious
ness will also seek defense in organization. Less than six
cannot meet a half dozen. Organization must be met by its
exact equivalent in organic force. Capitalism is still trium
phant. Evidently we have not,, though so great a majority.
They have plucked out the eyes of our sentinels.

A large portion of human society will always be found
satisfied and opposed to change, because they are either on
the sunny side of the wall, or are not yet sufficiently hurt.
You are not on the sunny side. How much more are you
waiting to be kicked before the sentinel calls for the password.
Change is the great law of nature, that which is not chang

ing is dying, the transitory alone is immutable and the pri
mary source of this most sanitary and saving law of change
in human society is the dissatisfaction of the man of the op
pressed and underfoot class, and the force that first sets it in
motion are the senses, or sentinels, of injustice. Therefore

I repeat that if in a nation where social injustice prevails its
victims remain unconcerned, passive or satisfied, then that
nation is slowly but surely dying. Look around you and see
who are they that are binding you with the silken cords of
such an unpatriotic, inhuman and fatal contentment. Ob
serve them and know them well; they are the kings and
priests of the world, the builders of aristocracies and plutocra
cies, the nurses and maintainers of man's senile infancy— indi
vidualism. They are the property born foes and debasers of
■democracy; they are the supporters of that strenuous lie
whose law is to overcome men rather than the evils that op
press men. The whole commercial world is their arsenal,
the army is their might, the flag is their fetish, the press is

the veil that hides their hideous nakedness, the sheriff and
deputy are their thugs, the policeman is their single stick and
the grafter their single apologist. Look and you will not
have to look far, to find them. But for them you will look-
in vain within the ranks of Socialism.

It has been well said "Woe to them that cry peace, when
there is no peace. Ours is a war upon war. No man to-day
need invent a war, nor provoke it with foreigners, to keep up
the glory of this nation. Socialism laughs at such inversions.
Madmen break the peace to get war, but we are breaking the
war classes to get peace. And, oh, there will come a day,
who may doubt it

, when poor humanity can dare to call in
the sentinels of economic war and injustice. When the pub
lic will-of-justice shall be strong enough to have withered
down thievery, when the slave master shall be morally slain

upon our streets by plenty; when the eternal law dT change
shall assume the constructive for the destructive forms of

activity ; when selfishness will be as innocent and pure and

beautiful in the intercourse of adults as it is to-day in the

smiles of infancy in mother arms, or in the vim and laughter
of the children playing upon our streets. When the thief has

gone out the sentinels will come in, and the race no longer
in the grip of the class whose preachers exhorted it to non-

resistance, and so would have ended it
,

shall be held by its

own soul. When the personal life shall find its joyousness
and exultation in the sense of unity, which after the senses

of injustice and justice have done with their work, shall be

the crowning social experience of mankind.

In Memoriam : Henry D. Lloyd
NOBLE, great and generous soul has pass'd
Beyond our ken. Lloyd was my longtime friend,

Yea, was a friend to all whose life did ben

Beneath the soulless system we have mass'd,

By which the worker, all his life harrass'd,

Is fore'd by idlers, for their gain, to spend
Full half of what his own hard toil does lend.
Because he low'd all men these evils class'd

Themselves so sharply in his master mind.

Unselfishness did make his vision clear
While others flounder'd in the noisome bog.
To him 'twas giv'n the under cause to find,
While Greed, Ambition, Selfishness and Fear
Did lead all smaller souls in densest fog.

Daniel K. Young.
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Walking Delegates
By Horace Traubel

JHE first man was the first walking delegate.
There will be no last walking delegate un
til the last man is dead. You hate the
walking delegate. That is because you hate
yourself. Every man is potentially a walk
ing delegate. The manhood of every man
is a walking delegate. You might as well
be dead as cease to be a walking delegate.

Indeed, you are dead when you have ceased to be a walking
delegate. Every man who is worth while walks the pace of
quarrel and rebellion. For every man who is worth while
knows that there is no other way to walk the pace of peace.
The walking delegates are not of one degree. But
they arc all of one kind. The worst of them are often the
best. The best of them arc often the worst. They delegate
all sorts of causes. They walk all sorts of ways
They hate like other men. They love like other
men. Some are decent. Some arc indecent. They
die on scaffolds and in bed. They flourish in crowds and in
isolation. They preach and write. They sing and paint.
They arc the happiest men of the earth. They are the most
miserable men of the earth. They come in disguises and
they come in plain clothes. They are humble. They arc
great. They are walking delegates to the present. They are
Christs to the future. You can hate them. You can ostracise
them. You can jail them. But yon cannot destroy them.
They die but to be reborn. No generation is without them.
They come to fulfill.
Are you worried when the walking delegate talks foolish

words or does foolish things? Are you dismayed before the
imperfections of the walking delegate? Do you think of the
walking delegate as a fomcnter of strife? When you hear
of a strike you look for the delegate. But for the walking
delegate, you say, there would be no war. But for the war,

1 say, there would be no walking delegate. Do you think a
man could issue from a vacuum? How could a man be a
delegate if he had nobody to delegate him? He delegates
himself, you reply. Do not be fooled. A man who delegated
himself would not live overnight. But when history dele
gates a man, then look out. History no more surely delegated
the Jesus or the Buddha that it delegated John Brown and
William Morris. A little more or less of walk, a little more
or less of delegate, a little more or less of virtue, a little more
or less of brain, does not affect the issue. The great un-

raveller unravels through the so-called bad and the so-called

good. It does not choose the delegates you would choose.
It is more likely to choose the delegates you absolutely dis

qualify. Do you think that history is only interested in your
pleasure? It is just as much interested in your pain. It is
not intended only to say pleasant things. It is barbed. It is
harsh. The short runs of history may be cruel. But you

will notice that the long runs of history are always sweet.

If history meant to please you on the jump it could send
vou sneaks, snifflers and sycophants. But history means to

please vou at the wind up. Therefore it sends you the walk
■

ing delegate. And the delegate walks. And you do not
recognize him. And you intercept his mesage. But it is
all one to the delegate. You curse and he walks. If he is
flesh, then he is flesh of your flesh. If he is spirit, then he is

spirit of your spirit. But whatever else he is, he is your

latent self uttering the oracles of your unlettered soul.

I know vour parlors do not like the delegate. The del
egate would not be proper in your parlor. But some of na

ture's best effects are not found in the guest books of houses.

Trees do not grow in parlors. Xor do springs gush in par

lors. Yet the parlor must go to the spring and to the forest
tor life or it will die. So must the parlor also go to the dele
gate for life, or it will die. You have so long fattened your
self on etiquette that when a man comes along offering you
the substance of good behavior, you distrust his credentials.
The Christs in the historic dress you welcome. But the
Christs of our every day you reject. You look up the rec
ords of the delegates and discuss them for worse. Is it to
be forever the case that no man is able to recognize a face
in his own generation? Must men always look back to know
each other? Are only the dead to be our friends?
Must we turn comradeship over to the graveyards?
Do you get on your knees to a delegate who walked in Pal
estine? And do you slander a delegate who walks Broadway
at your side?
Why should we look incredulously upon every rebel head

that strikes fire above the level of a sordid market? Why
should those who make this world be denied the privilege of

enjoying their work? Why should the delegate who asks
such questions be subordinated to the economic priests and
the statutory policemen? Why do you want peace? You
want peace because you want property. Tne walking dele

gate is a cryer against property. Therefore he walks accursed

and delegates crime. Yet I see only one delegate whose
cry signals a dead line of peril. That is the delegate whose

cry is against the soul. The delegate of religion who is

afraid of justice. The delegate of the state in whom love

comes second to office. These menace. These taken even

property by the throat. Your baersouled property. Your
property altar upon which you offer up the oblations of the

slave.
Let me be a walking delegate. Let me continue to walk

AN IN DIGEST ABLE DISH
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when walking- is denounced in the law. I ask for history the
benediction of its delegated struggle. If there is fight for
democracy, I want to be in that fight. Because if there is
peace for democracy I want to enjoy that peace. 1 do not
ivant the hard task of lethargy. I want the easy service of
work. I want to walk after all the priests and policemen
are gone to bed. Let me guard the gates. Give me the
password. I do not feel brave. I feel happy. I do not
feel weak or strong. I feel sufficient. I want to be counted
in the ranks of the walkers for justice. I want to be counted
alone if all others desert. And I want to be counted in the
crowd. All I ask is that I may be used. That I may not
be put aside. That I may not be denied a place. That his
tory may walk me as one of its living assets. Let me be
quoted in living spirit. Let me not be quoted in dead letter.
The walking delegate names all the days of the calendar.
Put him out of history and your records are blank. He is
one time one man and one time another. He goes by many
names. He was never named but once. If you know him

by one name you know him by all. History without him
would spend lonesome nights and empty days. His portrait
never appears on a fashion plate. But his face is the bene
diction of the general life. He walks long. Pic walks until
he is too weary to walk. Then he walks still more for
strength. This very weary, this weariless, figure, discerned
on all tne broken paths and in all the wildernesses of chroni
cled time, in the rags of the outcast, a victim of
eternal robberies and the beneficiary of eternal reparations,
gives history its substance and shadow. After the
walking delegate has said his say and led his life nothing
remains to be said or done. Not because he is greater or
less, inferior or superior, but because human nature has
chosen him as its rootstock and index. The walking delegate
is not the whole book of man. He is its table of contents.
He is the introduction and the farewell. He is the darling
of history. He is first cursed in order to be last coddled.
Back of him was chaos. In him is order. After him is
chaos again.

« * «

Leisure Looking at Labor
By Alberta V. Montgomery

rIAMK! Yes; but a shame how tardily felt,
and by how small a minority of the leisured,
and then, probably, not till the middle of
life Still it is

,

perhaps, the first step and

it is better than nothing if only it can lead
to something more.
The contrast between the loafers and

laborers is, of course, acutest between the
women of either class, between the lady and the laboring
woman. "Gentlemen"' have at least a semblance of work
in the profession by which they make money, and though
this is nothing when compared to the real work of the world,

still there is an attempt at decency of conduct in this respect,
though often attended by self-deception. But the luxurious
loafing of the ladies is for the most part shameless. Most
ladies continue in sublime ignorance of the toil of their

sisters. Their chief occupation really lies in the big meals
which are the landmarks of the day, and which help to kill the
time. This is not a pretty thing to say, but it is true.
There is the eight o'clock tea in bed, the large breakfast

at 9.30, the large luncheon at 1.30, followed by coffee, the

large tea at 5
, and the very large and long dinner from 8 to

9.30. All this is a matter of course, and the daily minimum.

And what is the wdrk done to correspond with all this
overfeeding? Without speaking of the days spent in the
smart society of a big city, when day and night are openly

given up to entertainment and dissipation, let us take an

ordinary day in the country, considered most quiet and harm

less by these ladies themselves.

Well, besides the four or five meals there may be the fol

lowing occupations :

Looking at the newspaper for society news and discussing
it; writing two or three empty letters and a note or two to
order things from shops; playing at croquet; strolling on

lawns and gravel paths ; driving in carriages and pony carts ;

gossipping; flirting; fluttering the leaves of a new novel or at
best a new book of essays ; playing and singing at the piano,

not very well; placing at cards, better.

Let us suppose that one cf the ladies, accustomed to such

a life, is at last admitted to behold the opposite extreme in
the disposition of time.

Let us take her to a factory, and let us suppose that she

is not beyond seeing with her eye:-, and feeling at last a

speechless wonder and a burning shame.
At first she can hardly realize that these women belong to

the same planet, race, and sex as herself. Say that she

visits a big linen mill and factory.

There she will see pale-faced women standing for ten

hours a day at the machinery in such a roaring noise, that

not a word can be heard, and in such heat that the sweat

pours down their faces and bare necks. But they are not

merely standing for ten hours ; they are working with alt

their might with back and arms and legs, with watchful eyes

and skilful hands and lightning-quick movements. And what

food sustains them? Do they get long meals of meat and

wine to keep up their strength? Not they; their little short
repasts consist as a rule of bread and tea only, meat being

a rare luxury.

And so these two women look at each other, the loafer

and the laborer : the loafer in her diamond rings and bangles,,

her lovely and luxurious clothes, the laborer in her rags and"

patches, or shabby worn-out shirt and skirt.

Strange! they arc sister women after all. and a look of

sympathy passes between them. Xo look of resentment goes
from the brave toiler to the weak idler, and the latter deeply

moved by wonder and shame looks reverently back at the

fellowwoman whom she feels to be above her in every way.

The scales fall from her eyes, and at last she realizes the

truth.

She can hardly believe that the ignominious folly can

have been tolerated so long, which called her own class the

upper class, and that of the, workers the lower. Her only
wish now is to be admitted somehow into their ranks, to be

no longer "unemployed." but in some humble capacity, even

if she is incapable of the great toil she so admires, to be a
l

lowed to join and serve the workers of the world.
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Views and Reviews
SOMEWHAT pathetic and melancholy in
terest distinguishes the latest issue of th«
admirable "Temple Biographies," the late
Dr. Hugh Macmillan's sympathetic and
lucid study of the life and work of the fam
ous English artist, G. F. Watts. For more
than a year, the editor tells us in a brief
memorial note, Dr. Macmillan had been

continuously at work upon the volume "and had thrown him
self into the subject with much vigor and enjoyment." For
considerably more than half of the work the final proofs were
read and corrected by him during a short holiday. Soon
afterwards, returning to Edinburgh, he died. The proofs
since his death have had the advantage of revision by Mr.
and Mrs. Watts.
I have called the book a "sympathetic and lucid study" of

Watts' life and work, but one other adjective is necessary— it
is reverent also. There is much less of the personal life of
the man than one might well desire. As is not infrequently
the case when the subject is still alive, the author has been
apparently hampered by a lack of authoritative biographical
details and we get in consequence, the barest possible out
line sketch of "a man who has been as heroic in his life as in
his art." But what we lose in this regard is amply compensated
for by the fullness of the literary interpretation of what Watts,
"with larger, other eyes than ours, has seen in nature, poetry
and myth, and in human character."
George Frederick Watts is one of the last survivors of a

brilliant company of men of genius, which distinguished and
glorified the Victorian age. Born in London on February
23, 1817, he is now in his eighty-seventh year, but he bears
in a remarkable manner the burden of his years. Though
his strength has abated and his hearing become heavy and
difficult, he is still wonderfully alert and active. During the
present year he has contributed a picture, "The Parasite," to
tnc annual exhibition of the Royal Academy, and three land
scape and a symbolic painting, "The Sower of the Systems,"
to the Exhibition of Works of Art in Regent street, London.
"'The Sower of the Systems" is as full of profound meaning
and as beautiful as any of his earlier creations. "A weird,
ghostly figure in a long bluish robe is hurrying past with his
head in the clouds, scattering from his outstretched hands
embryonic worlds to the blue void." There is something in
spiring in the thought of this grand old man preserving his
wonderful power and skill to such an advanced age.
Watts' parents were of Welsh origin, and he himself as

cribes his vivid imagination and poetical enthusiasm to that
go. Haydon with his ungovernable nature and Titanic energy
■wasoutside the Academy, and Turner within it ; but though
circumstance. Matthew Arnold has shown in his masterly
•way how much we owe to the Celtic element in the literature
and history of the world. Burne-Jones and George Mere
dith, the novelist, have both attributed much of their success
to the Celtic fire within them. "Watts' weird, mystical love
has come to him unconsciously from the glamor of the Welsh
hills, and the dim legends of the Druids and bards of the
Eisteddfod." No one familiar with the legendary lore of the
Cvmry and with its Eisteddfodic ceremonies and traditions
which Professor Herkomer has done so much to revive and
rejuvenate, can fail to appreciate the powerful influence which
they have exercised upon the artist. We are told that Watts
■first learned to draw "almost as soon as he could talk." As
a boy he used to copy the pictures in an old Queen Anne
prayer book, belonging to the family, in which the date of
his birth was inscribed. Some of his boyish sketches of men
and horses are still preserved and treasured by his friends.
At twelve years of age he painted a series of scenes from Sir
Walter Scott's poems and romances, which were remarkable

for their imagination and rich coloring — two qualities which
have always distinguished the artist's work.
The youthful Watts received very little professional train

ing. He derived little or no benefit from the technical schools
which he attended, and therefore in a short time ceased to
go. Haydon with his ungovernable nature and Titanic energy
was outside the Academy, and Turner within it ; but though
both painters, no doubt, indirectly influenced him, it cannot
be said that they communicated any actual impulse to him.
Undecided as to whether he should choose painting or sculp
ture as a life occupation, he frequented much the studio of
William Behnes, the sculptor, whom he watched with care,
and from whose fine collection of plaster casts he
was always making drawings. So, while he was not
formally instructed by Behnes, he learned much
from him. But he owes most to the inspiration
of the famous Elgin marbles. Eighty years have
passed by since these glorious marbles were c irried
away from the Parthenon to the British Museum ; and during
that time they have exercised the most wonderful influence,
not only upon sculptors, but also upon painters. What En
glish are owes to their rich inspiration can never be esti
mated. Time and time again the cry has been heard that
these precious marbles should be restored to the Acropolis;
for in spite of all that can be done, in spite of the extraordi
nary care lavished upon them, they are slowly but surely per
ishing. They cannot resist the ravages of the London fog.
When he was barely twenty years old, Watts exhibited his

first picture at the Royal Academy, entitled, "A Wounded
Heron." He also contributed to that exhibition a couple of
portraits. "A Wounded Heron" was lost somehow and only
discovered half a century later, when it was restored to the
artist. Not every youthful artist is so fortunate as to make
his debut as an exhibitor in the company of such an array of
famous artists as Wilkie, Etty, Landseer, Maclise, Turner,
Cooper, Eastlake and Stanfield, who were among Watts' fel
low exhibitors in that famous exhibition of 1837. When it
was decided to have the Houses of Parliament decorated with
frescoes illustrating principally the history of Great Britain,
a Fine Arts Commission was appointed to attend to that im
portant matter. They proposed to hold a competitive ex
hibition of cartoons designed by English artists for the pur
pose, and many of the leading artists of the day enrolled
themselves as competitors. Among the competitors were
Watts, Mr. Edward Armitage and Mr. Cope, three almost un
known men. And to the surprise of almost everybody these
three young men snatched all the honors away from the com
peting Royal Academicians. The large cartoon by Watts, en
titled "Caractacus Led in Triumph Through the Streets of
Rome," was eminently suitable in meaning and execution and
was awarded one of the first class prizes, amounting to some
$1,500. It was greatly praised and admired, but somehow
was never transferred to the walls for which it was designed.
Along with the other successful compositions it was sold to
a private art dealer and cut up into fragments, which were
sold separately. The money which the young artist received,
however, enabled him to fulfill a long cherished desire to visit
Italy, where he remained for some four years—years which
greatly influenced his whole artistic career. Upon the walls of
the Villa Careggi, Florence, may still be seen his beautiful
fresco depicting with graphic power the execution, by being
thrown down a well, of the physician who poisoned his master.

In Florence, too. Watts painted the greater part of his
famous picture of King Alfred, inciting his subjects to pre
vent the landing of the Danes—England's first naval victorv
This design also won a first class prize of $1,500 in the second
competitive exhibition and was afterward bought by the gov
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ernment and hung in one of the committee rooms at West
minster. Later, he received a commission to paint in fresco
a picture of St. George and The Dragon for the upper wait
ing hall of the House of Lords. This took five years to com
plete and may still be seen, though considerably damaged.
As a portrait painter Watts has achieved equally as much

success and distinction as he has achieved as a painter of
symbolical pictures. His great collection of contemporary
portraits designed as a gift to the British nation includes a
great many of the leading artistic and literary celebrities of
the nineteenth century. His portraits of Tennyson, William
Morris, Burne-Jones, and Walter Crane will probably be best
known to most of my readers. It is impossible to overesti
mate the value of such a collection to the historians and
others of the future. How inestimable should we not find
such a collection of the great geniuses of the past!

Space does not permit me to linger, as Dr. Macmillan
could, reverently over the individual pictures. In this brief
survey of the book only the most cursory view of the man and
his work is possible. But I must not overlook the strong
Socialistic leanings of the artist. Whether he would label
himself a Socialist I do not know. And, after all, it matters
little. As every true artist must, who believes in the ethical
purpose and value of his art, Watts has protested by his
brush against the infamies of our capitalist system. His
"Mammon" is a powerful indictment of the sordid and vi
cious rule of money power. The "Seamstress," with its
ghastly poverty so forcibly recalling Hood's "Song of a
Shirt," will be remembered because of its recent reproduc
tion in these pages. Equally powerful, and equally suggestive
of Hood's companion song, "The Bridge of Sighs," is Watts'
most pathetic picture, "Found Dead." The gorgeous luxury
of the palatial residences of Westminster and its famous
Abbey, contrasted with the forlorn state of the poor girl
"fashioned so slenderly," bring out the whole pathos of
Hood's famous poem. There is another picture of his,
painted with the avowed object of "arousing pity for human
refuse." It is the picture of an aged woman seeking shelter
under a dry arch at night from the pitiless drenching rain,
which adds greatly to the ordinary gloom of the London
streets. These pictures tell in unmistakable language of the
artist's love for the poor and the oppressed.

The objection often urged against Socialism that the ar
tist would find no adequate remuneration to act as an incen
tive to his genius in a Socialist state, is best met by the record
of such a life as that of this great artist. Believing that
Beauty is Duty ; that the true mission of Art is to give joy to
the world, he has not infrequently given his services freely to
decorate great public buildings. And for the greater part of
his life he has been working with the avowed object of leav
ing: to the nation a great collection of his best work. So
deeply does he feel the need of beauty in life that he once of
fered the directors of the London and North Western Rail
way Company to decorate the great hall of their Euston Sta
tion with a series of frescoes at his own expense. The offer
was refused!
Dr. Macmillan's study of the life-work of Watts is one of

the most satisfying books I have read in years. Now and
again his native philistinism crops out, as when he argues
that English painters have a peculiarly strong notion of the
sacredness of their art. Continental artists too often, he says,
pursue "Art for Art's own sake." The treatment being every
thing, and the subject immaterial. "British artists, on the
contrary, always paint seriously for a high purpose
Englishmen never paint meaningless pictures. Art to them
is sacred; and has a lofty purpose to serve, in human culture.

It is the predominance of this quality in the works of
our modern artists which foreigners recognize as sa
voring of the soil of this country." There is no justification
in fact for this outburst of British selfrighteousness.

The volume is admirably printed and there are some ex
cellent illustrations in photogravure and half-tone, the former
being especially good.

* * *

Another biography which I have read with more than or
dinary interest is the "Life and Labors of Sir Isaac Pitman,"
by his brother, Benn Pitman, the famous phonetician. Mr.
Benn Pitman is a trifle over eighty years young and one of
the elect. A comradely personal greeting upon the flyleaf ot
this beautiful volume attests his full sympathy with the So
cialist movement.
The first thing which strikes one upon opening the book

is its quaint, old world dignity and beauty. The typography
is excellent and the title page and various headpieces and
other designs used throughout the book, all the work of Mr.
Benn Pitman himself, I believe, are exceptionally distinctive
and beautiful. Apart altogether from its not inconsiderable
literary excellence, and its interest as the life of a great man,
the book would attract and please the most fastidious.
To read the account of Isaac Pitman's childhood and home

life is to be transported back into a world very different from
that which we of to-day know. His father, a self-taught man,
was one of the pioneers of the Bell-Lancaster system of ed
ucation in the West of England. Liberal in his views, quiet
and reserved in manner, he appears as a splendid type of the
"good man of substance," which gave strength to English
life a century ago. All his life the elder Pitman wore knee
breeches and "full dress" for town calls, church, or meeting'
consisted simply of donning gaiters to cover his stockings.
The children he ruled with the strong hand of a rigid disci
plinarian. Mrs. Pitman was a perfectly conscientious wo
man ; always sweet, calm and placid and possessed of abund
ant health. But the gloomy and austere doctrines of ex
treme Calvinism made her life an unduly grave and sombre
one. She was never known to laugh.

When he was eighteen years of age Isaac Pitman, who
was of a very devotional and religious cast of mind, shocked
his friends by joining the Wesleyan Methodist Church. Now
that Methodism has become so eminently "respectable" it is
hard for us to realize how much that step meant at that time
in the West of England. To be a "Methody" meant, until
quite recent years, social ostracism of the worst kind. In
zeal and devotion, it was said, he "out-Wesleyed Wesley."
He parted his hair in the middle, "at a time when it was seen
only on women and in the pictures of Puritans and Saints."
He abandoned music, of which he was passionately fond, in
order that he might not waste his time, and observed Friday
of each week as an absolute fast-day. He wrote temperance
tracts and distributed them, conducted Methodist class-
meetings, and preached on Sundays. Altogether his life at
this period suggests an unhealthy morbidity which in most
men would have prevented the accomplishment of any great
work.

When he was about sixteen years of age Isaac took up
the study of a system of shorthand then in vogue, and it was
in studying this system that he first became impressed with
the great disparity between the spoken and written language.
Being often in doubt as to the pronunciation of words the
meaning of which he knew perfectly well, he resolved to read
carefully from cover to cover Walker's Pronouncing Diction
ary and copy out every word whose pronunciation or spelling
was unfamiliar to him. He did this twice in about two years.
He read through with equal care all the parallel references in
the Scriptures published by the Bible Society, and found many
important errors which were repeated in the most learned
Commentaries and in the famous Bagster's Comprehensive
Bible. The Bible Society availed itself of the young student's
work in its later editions but never made any acknowledg
ment. Next he set himself the ardous task of examining and
.correcting all the errors found in the "Bagster," an enormous
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undertaking, when we remember that the famous Bible con
tained five hundred thousand parallel passages, four thou
sand notes and numerous extensive and intricate tables. The
Bagster firm gratefully acknowledged these important ser
vices, freely given, which extended over a period of three
years, and when, in 1837, Putman's initial work, "Steno
graphic Soundland," appeared it bore the imprint of the fam
ous Bagster house, an inestimable advantage to the young
inventor. Space does not permit our following the progress
of the new system, or the fortunes of its indefatigable in
ventor. How great and unremitting his industry was may
be gathered from the fact that in the course of his life, in ad
dition to an almost unparalleled correspondence, he wrote,
compiled, or made more than two hundred and fifty books
and booklets ! Many of his books he literally made after the
fashion of the old monastic scribes. He wrote— that is, lith
ographed— the page which was to meet the reader's eye.
When we think of the colossal difficulties due to the fact that
he had to do with a new typic style, our admiration for this
vast achievement becomes the more enthusiastic.
Of the declining years of his famous brother's life, Mr.

Benn Pitman gives us a most pathetic picture. After a life
of poverty, affluence came to him. But his wife and his sons,
it is charged, conspired to acquire the old man's fortune. To
them he made over his buildings and business interests of all
kinds, and to the two sons his valuable copyrights, he being
allowed a small income supposed to be sufficient for his small
needs. In his old age he was doomed "to feel again the sting
of debt and suffer from the restrictive bitterness of straight-
end means." After he had made the assignment referred
to, the veteran inventor decided upon certain changes in his
system, really an abandonment of certain ill-considered
changes made in 1862, but never adopted by American pho-
nographers. But he was thwarted by his sons, who acted
from commercial interests : he could not get so much as a line
of explanation in the "Journal" which he himself had founded
and maintained. His orders were disregarded by the em
ployees, and he was shown in a hundred ways that his pres
ence at the Institute was no longer desired. At eighty-two
the venerable master had to establish a new printing office
in order that he might make known his thoughts concerning
his beloved system. He established a new organ because
he was denied so much as a line in the old one by his sons.
When he was so ill that the slightest exertion was dangerous
to life itself, he had to do his best to keep up with the im
mense mass of correspondence which grew all the more on
account of the turn events had taken : not one of the "seventy
assistants" of his Phonetic Institute could be spared to re
lieve the venerable Father Phonography from this clerical
drudgery, says his sorrowing and indignant brother. It is
a sad, sad chapter in which the last days of Isaac Pitman are
recounted by his brother and co-worker. I laid the book
aside with a feeling of unutterable sadness that the closing
days of so rich a life should have been clouded by such un-
filial conduct. Sir Isaac Pitman, covered though he was with
honors and glory, must have felt keenly the ungrateful treat
ment meted out to him. He died in the sunshine of public
favor. So much we knew, but few guessed that for years he
had lived in the wintry blast of base ingratitude.

* * *

That excellent craftsman and faithful disciple of Ruskin,
Mr. Frederick Parsons, of the "Morris Studios," Boston,
now publishes an admirable little quarterly booklet-maga
zine which I most cordially recommend to every reader of
the Comrade. Amid an ever increasing array of small maga
zines this new-comer with its unwieldy but inspiring title,
"Pro Cingulo Veritas" (For a Girdle, Truth), challenges at
tention alike by reason of its form and contents. If you
have read your "Fors Clavigera" faithfully it will be suffi
cient to say of the "Girdle" that it is lovingly following the
spiritual and material gospel of the Master.

CopyrightJ903, byFrederickParsons

If you are genuinely interested in the Arts and Crafts
renaissance you will welcome this beautifully printed little
magazine. The price is one dollar a year and there are no
sample copies. Mr. Parsons conducts his business upon the
well-known principles of Ruskin himself, at least in this par
ticular. But you will not regret spending a dollar upon the
"Girdle," or, if you do, there is something seriously wrong
with your makeup. With each subscription, I understand,
goes a life-size reproduction of Mr. W. Palmer's remarkable
chalk drawing of John Ruskin. The small reproduction of
this masterly drawing given above, conveys only a very faint
idea of its striking effect as a portrait study. The lover of
Ruskin will find the picture an effective one for the decoration
of the quiet nook in the home. It is well worth the full
amount of the subscription price. J. S.

^
Books Etc. Received

THE LIFE WORK OP GEORGE FREDERICK WATTS. By Hugh
MacmiHan. Cloth; illustrated; viii.-302 pages. Price, $1.50,

♦WITHIN THE PALE. By Michael Davitt. Cloth; xiv.-300 pages.
Price, $1.20 net. New York: A. S. Barnes & Company.

♦PERTAINING TO THOREAU. A Collection of papers edited by
Edwin B. Hill. Cloth; xvi.-171 pages. Price, $2.00. Lakeland,
Mich.: Edwin B. Hill.

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN THE UNITED STATES. By Morris
Hillquit. Cloth; 371 pages. Price $1.50 net. (postage extra).
New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company.

WANDERING CHORDS. A collection of poems, by Prof. John
Ward Stimson. Paper; 120 pages. Privately -printed.

♦LIFE AND TIMES OF THOMAS JEFFERSON. By Thomas E.
Watson. Cloth; illustrated; xxli.-534 pages. Price $2.50 net,
(postage extra). New York: Appleton & Co.

♦THE STORY OF THE GOLDEN FLEECE. By Andrew Lang. Or-
mental cloth; illustrated. Price, 75 cents. Philadelphia:
Henry Altemuf ft Co.

♦FAMOUS ASSASSINATIONS OF HISTORY. By Francis Johnson
Cloth; illustrated; xii.-434 pages. Chicago: A. C. McClurg ft Co.

♦To be reviewed in our next issue.
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John A. MOFFITT, President, Orange, N.J.

John Phillips, Secretary, 11 Waverly Place, New York

Colstoi
A Man of Peace

by
Alice B. Stockham, M D

A fascinating••ketchof TOI.STOI. his limlly andhome life, with vivid pictures of personal experienceto Russia. Vital points of his greatworks on religionsand art are presentedwith new Interest. Booksellernewsdealerand Sta :-"0r. Stockham's work Is a fascinating accountof her visit to the famous Russian."

THE NEW SPIRIT
by HAVELOCK ELLIS

In thesamevolumegivesan eloquentInsight IntoTOLSTOI S social philosophy. ChicagoTribune : "Adeservedly notedwork." Literary World: "Ardent,enthusiastic, eloquent."
ILLUSTRATED. BOUND IN ART VELLUM

Prepaid, $1.0
Beautiful coloredpictureof Tolstoi at thePlow sent free with our Catalogue and
circulars.Free

Stockham Publishing Co.,
70 Dearborn St., Dept. H. CHICAGO, ILL.

COLUIMIB IA
*

TEA
Pure, Healthful and Economical
No. 1. per pound $2.00" 2. " " 1.40" 3. " " 1.00" 4. '• " 80" 5. " " 56
Packed and sold in packages of 1, Vi, V*,

d i-s of a pound. Directions for prepairing in
every package.

Send a stamp for sample package to

THE COLUMBIA TEA CO.,
3 Division St., New York

BOOKSAT REDUCED RATES.
Reg. Our
Price.Price.

Lazarre- Antisemitlsm 2.00 1.60
Ingersoll. Is Suicide a Sin 25 .10
Peters. Justice to the Jew 1.25 .60
Tolstoy. Kingdom of God Is
Within You 1.00 .60

Burrowes. Revolutionary Essays. 1.25
Tolstoi. Resurrection, p. 50-35c, cL 1.60 1.08
Gorky. Foma Gordeyev, cL Illus.1.00 .60
Gogol. The Inspector-General. A

Comedy 40 .32

Lissagaray. History of the Paris
Commune 1.00 .50
Ditto, Library Edition 3.00 1.00

Darwin. Origin of Species, cl... .50 .30
Darwin. Descent of Men 50 .30
Spencer. Data of Ethics 50 .30
Spencer. Education 50 .30
Tchernishevsky. What's to Be

Done? .30
Dostojewsky- Crime and Punish
ment .20

Kautsky. Communism In Central
Europe in the Time of the
Reformation 3.00 1.76

Anarchy and Anarchists. Nihilism
in Doctrine and in Deed. By
Shaak. cl 2.50 1.75

Towards Utopia. By a Free Lance. 1.75 .40
Willard. Law of Personal Rights.

cl 2.50 .00
Karl Marx and the Close of His

System. Bohm Bawerk, cl 2.00 1.00
(Add one-fifth for postage.)

For additional titles see previous issues
of "The Comrade."

INTERNATIONAL BOOK STORE,
A. Wassermann, 29 Clinton St., N. Y.

THE HONARCH
BILLIONAIRE

By nORRISON

Price, 1.00
OQILVIE, PUBLISHER. N. Y.

SWIFT

Clw Comrade Co-operative go.,
which has just been incorporated under the
laws of the State of New York, Invites all
readers of "The Comrade" to become share
holders of this Socialist Publishing House,
and thus co-operate in the publishing of
good Socialist Literature. Any Socialist
may acquire, by monthly payments of 50
cents, a $5.00 share, and thereby enjoy spe
cial rates for "The Comrade" and other So
cialist literature.
We offer to shareholders the following
pamphlets and cloth bound books at reduced
rates.

Large size Five Cent Pamphlets, 10 copies,
25c; 100 copies, $2.50, postpaid.

Socialism, the Basis of Universal Peace.
By Dr. Howard A. Gibbs.

Where We Stand. By John Spargo.
The Woman Question. By Adeline Champ-
ney.

From Revolution to Revolution. By Geo.
D. Herron.

"Agitator" Propaganda Pamphlets. Pocket
size. Five cents a copy; 25 for 50c; 100
for $1.50, postpaid. To shareholders,
one cent a copy, or 75c. a hundred, post
paid.

Child Slaves in Free America. By John
Spargo.

Socialism and the Negro Problem. By Chas.
H. Vail.

Hanford's Reply to Havemeyer. Socialism
and Patriotism.

What Workingmen's Votes Can Do. By Ben
Hanford.

The Misinformation of the World. By Geo.
D. Herron.

Marx' Theory of Value. By H. M. Hyndman.
Socialism Made Plain. By R. Blatchford.
Five cents a copy, or $1.00 a hundred. To
shareholders, 50c. a hundred, postpaid.
Socialist Pictures and Portraits, at half of
the advertised retail price.

Gold Arm and Torch Emblem Pins, 10c.
each, or 75c. a dozen. To shareholders, 5c.
each, or 50c. a dozen.

Revolutionary Essays. By Pe
ter E. Burrowes $1.26

Socialism and Modern Science.
By Enrico Ferri 1.00

Contribution to the Critique of
Political Economy. By Karl
Marx 1.50

The People's Marx. By Gabriel
Deville 1.50

History of the Commune. By
Lissagaray. Library Edi
tion 3.00

The Eastern Question. By Karl
Marx : . 2.00

The Silver Cross. By Eugene
Sue 50

Communism in Central Europe
in the Time of the Reforma
tion. By Karl Kautsky 3.00

Antisemitism: Its History and
Causes. By B. Lazarre .... 2.00

History of Socialism In the
United States. By M. Hill-
quit, Postpaid 1.67

The Comrade, one year, 1.00
The Comrade, bound, volumes
I. or II., each (postage 25c.
each volume) 2.00

The Comrade, one year 1.00
The Comrade, in clubs of five. . .60
The Comrade, per copy 10
COMRADE CO-OPERATIVE CO.

$ .75

.60

.90

.90

1.80

1.20

.30

1.80

1.20

Both
1.75

1.20
.50
.40
.06
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Mothers !

Mothers ! !

Mothers ! ! !
mr$. Window's Soothing Syrup
hasbeenused for over SIXTY YEARS by MIL
LIONS of MOTHERS for their CHILDREN while
TEETHING, with PERPECT SUCCESS. It
SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFTENS the OUMS,
ALLAYS all PAIN; CURES WIND COLIC, and
Is the best remedy for DIARRHOEA. Sold by
Druggists In every part of the world. Be sure
and ask for "Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup"
and take noother kind. Twenty five cts. a bottle.

THE PEOPLE S MARX
BY GABRIEL DEVILLE.

The most successful popularization of

Marx' "Capital." This book makes the

Teachings of Karl Marx accessibleto all.
Cloth, 300 Pages, $130, Postpaid.

the Comrade one year $1.00 ) Both Tor $1.75
Che People's Iftarx $i.so (Postpaid

The Comrade, 11 Cooper Sq., N. Y.

Are You Ruptured?

Single $2.00
Double $4.00

Can be sent by mail
R.H. LUTHIN, Druggist,
191 Bowery. New York.

The Comrade Publishing Company of New York
has reissued Ben Hanford's "What Workingmen's
Votes Can Do" as a 24-pagepamphlet. This is one
of the very best pieces of propagandaliterature we
have. It was written for the New York campaign
last year nnd did good service, but it is good for
year-roundeducationalpurposesand we are glad to
see it in print again.—"The Worker."
One of the best campaignpamphletsever printed.
It is especially adapted for educational purposes
among working men, and ought to have a wide cir
culation all over the country. We adviseour readers
to distribute it as widely as possible.—"The Toiler."
The pamphletby ComradeHanford is one of the
best in orint and deservesa wide circulation.—James
Oneal, State Secretaryof Ind.
"What Workingmen's Votes Can Do" is the best
pamphlet for trade unionists.—Julius Gerber, Cam
paign Secretaryof New York.

Books by Thomas Bersford

Tactics and Strategy, for individ
uals and for organizations ....$0.15
Derringer Pocket-book of Statis

tics and Parliamentary Rules of

Order 15

Handbook of Scientific Socialism .15

Useful Phinciples of Logic 15

Philosophy of Happiness 15
THE COMRADE,

11 Cooper Square, N. Y.

Have you seen

The Ohio Socialist
THE LATEST AND BEST OUT

All the News from the Central States

TO SEE IT IS TO WANT IT
50 cents per year
25 cents for six months

Ohio Socialist Publishing Co.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

not a new Book, But Uery timely Just now.

THE EASTERN QUESTION
By KARL MARX

Edited by Eleanor Marx Aveling and Edward Are-
ling. An elegantvolumeof 656pp. with maps,clear
and large type. Cloth, $2.00.

PRESS COMMENTS.
Although manyand greatchangeshave taken place
since these papers appearedthey are still valuable
not only for the elucidationof the past, but also for
throwing a clearer light upon the present, as also
upon the future.—"Westminster Review."
All that Marx's hand set itself to do it did with
all its might, and in this volume.as in the rest of his
works, we seethe indefatigableenergy,the wonderful
grasp of detail and the keen and marvelousforesight
of a masterhand.—"Justice," London, England.
A very masterlyanalysisof the condition—political,
economicand social—of theTurkish Empire, which is
as true to-dayas when it was written.—' Daily Chron
icle," London, England.

The Comrade, n Cooper Sq., N. Y.

"The Socialist" Aggressive,Unique,
„ Scientific

AN ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY.
11616 VIRGINIA ST., SEATTLE, WASH.

50c. a Year, 10c. for Ten Weeks.

Sendus ten Socialists' addressesand we will mail
the naper to you for ten weeks.

Essays on the Materialistic Conception of History,
By flntonio Labriola, Professor in the University of Rome, translated from the latest Paris edition by Charles r>.Kerr.

This work of Labriola, now for the first time offered to English
readers, was published in Italy in 1895 aiid at Paris in 1897. Some
idea of its importance in the Socialist movement may be gathered
from the preface of the French edition by G. Sorel, one of the most
prominent Socialists of France.
He says: "The publication of this book marks a date in the his

tory of Socialism. The work of Labriola has its place reserved in
our libraries by the side of the classic works of Marx and Engels.
It constitutes an illumination and a methodical development of a
theory which the masters of the new Socialist thought have never
yet treated in a didactic form. It is therefore an indispensable book
for whoever wishes to understand something of proletarian ideas.
More than the works of Marx and Engels it is addressed to that
public which is unacquainted with Socialist preconceptions. In
these pages the historian will find substantial and valuable sugges
tion for the study of the origin and transformation of institutions."
The book consists of two Essays. The first. "In Memory of the

Communist Manifesto," is a most thorough and illuminating study of
the historical causes which made possible the writing of "The Man

ifesto" in 1848, and of the effect produced by Its publication upon
the Socialist movement which was then just taking form.
The second Essay, "Historical Materialism," makes up two-thirds

of the book. It shows more clearly than any other writings in any
language how the social movements and the popular currents of
thought of the past and the present may be explained by the under
lying economic conditions.
Labriola is equally severe upon the self-styled historians who
still interpret history by the childish methods of a former age, and
upon the self-styled Socialists who assert "that ethics, art, religion
and science are but products of economic conditions and think they
have thereby solved the entire problem, and that furthr study is
thus unnecessary.
This volume is not easy reading, but it will amply repay the time

and effort required to master it thoroughly.
It will be published about November 15th, in a handsome volume

of about 300 pages, in large open type. Price, $1.00; to stockhold
ers, 60 cents, postpaid.

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY, PUBLISHERS, 56 H AVENU , CHICACO.
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